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ABSTRACT 
In recent times, application of aluminum alloys is favored in the transportation sectors such as the 
aerospace and automobile industries where reduced fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emission 
are major priorities. In these applications, these alloys can be exposed to dynamic shock loading 
conditions as in the case of car crash and birds’ collision during aircraft’s take-off or landing. This 
study therefore focused on the deformation and damage mechanisms in AA 2017, AA 2024 and 
AA 2624 aluminum alloys under both quasi-static and dynamic impact loading conditions.  
Cylindrical specimens of the selected aluminum alloys were investigated under both quasi-static 
loading at 3.2 x10-3 s-1 using an Instron R5500 mechanical testing machine and dynamic impact 
loading using the split Hopkinson pressure bar at strain rates ranging between 2000 and 8000 s-1. 
The effects of strain rate and temper condition on the microstructural evolution in the alloys during 
mechanical loading were studied. The electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) technique was used 
to investigate the texture of the naturally-aged AA 2017 and AA 2624 alloys before and after 
dynamic shock loading. The contributions of the major alloying elements such as copper, 
magnesium and silicon to the microstructural evolution and deformation behavior of the alloys 
under the dynamic shock loading condition were also studied using the energy dispersive 
spectroscopy (EDS) technique. 
Results showed that the morphology and atomic distribution of particles in the investigated alloys 
are functions of the temper condition. The hardness of all the three alloys was higher in the age-
hardened conditions than the annealed ones. Although deformation of the alloy under quasi-static 
compressive loading was dominated by strain hardening, flow softening leading to strain 
localization and formation of shear bands occurred once certain critical strain values were reached. 
Under both quasi-static and dynamic loading, the alloys with low Cu:Mg ratio (AA 2024 and AA 
2624) showed higher mechanical strength in age-hardened condition than that with high Cu:Mg 
ratio (AA 2017). All the alloys in the annealed condition exhibited an enhanced plasticity and 
formability. Intense strain localization leading to formation of adiabatic shear bands (ASBs) was 
the principal contributor to failure in the alloys under dynamic impact loading. Both deformed and 
transformed bands were observed, with cracking occurring mainly along the transformed shear 
bands. The tendency for formation of adiabatic shear bands is observed to be a function of the 
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alloy composition, temper condition, strain, strain rate and strain hardening rate. In the natural 
aging condition, AA 2024 showed the highest susceptibility to formation of ASBs followed by AA 
2624 and AA 2017 in that order. On the other hand, AA 2024 has the least susceptibility in the 
artificially-aged condition. Occurrence of bifurcation of transformed bands in dynamic impacted 
specimens is dependent on temper condition, strain and strain rate. The mechanism of fracture of 
the precipitation hardened samples is typical of ductile fracture occurring sequentially by 
nucleation, growth, and coalescence of micro-voids processes within transformed band. Elongated 
grains were observed to arrest propagating shear band depending on the angle the band makes with 
elongated grains. The higher the angle of inclination of a shear band to the grain on its path, the 
higher the tendency of the grain to stop its propagation.  
Texture analysis of the impacted specimens of AA 2017-T451 and AA 2624-T351 shows that the 
former has a higher tendency for the evolution of ultra-fine DRX grains within the transformed 
shear band. High strain rate led to the development of CD//<111> orientations at the expense of 
CD//<110> orientations. Schmid factor calculations performed on few different orientations in the 
starting microstructure shows that CD//<110> is less susceptible to slip deformation and 
consequently underwent rotation to CD//<111>.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview 
The need to reduce fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions in the transportation sector is 
a major driving force for the development of new lightweight materials or the improvement of the 
mechanical performance of the existing ones. Research efforts are geared towards reducing the 
weight of automobile and aerospace materials used without compromising their strength. 
Aluminum alloys are very attractive for such applications due to their high specific strength [1,2]. 
Over the years, different grades of aluminum alloys (1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000 
and 8000 series) emerged as a result of the need for modification by small additions of alloying 
elements in different proportions in a bid to improve the mechanical, physical and other properties 
of aluminum [3]. Of all the aluminum grades, only the 2000, 6000, 7000 and some of the 8000 
series are heat treatable [4]. One of the most widely used mechanisms for further strengthening the 
heat treatable aluminum alloys is precipitation hardening, where the alloys are subjected to heat 
treatment procedures that lead to generation of fine precipitates [1,5]. These precipitates strengthen 
the alloys by becoming effective barriers to motion of dislocations, thereby making them more 
resistance to plastic deformation [5]. Depending on the coherency of the interface between the 
precipitates and the aluminum matrix, dislocations can either cut through or loop around the 
precipitates, but at stress levels that are higher than that required to move through the aluminum 
matrix. The non-heat treatable aluminum alloys are commonly strengthened by strain hardening 
(cold work). 
Heat treatable 2000 series aluminum alloys have been widely used in the aerospace and automobile 
industries due to their high strength-to-weight ratio, excellent fatigue properties, good fracture 
toughness [6-8] and high resistance to stress corrosion cracking [9]. Although the 2000 series 
aluminum alloys are Al-Cu or Al-Cu-Mg based, the precipitated phases could span up to five (5) 
phase fields depending on the concentrations of Cu, Mg and Si [7]. The addition of Cu improves 
the mechanical strength of the aluminum alloy while Mg and Mn are introduced to further improve 
the mechanical strength after solution heat treatment [10]. The selected alloys in this study are the 
AA 2017, AA 2024 and AA 2624 aluminum alloys which are choice materials for aerospace and 
automotive applications.  
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AA 2017 aluminum alloy was the first high strength (about 276 MPa yield strength) heat treatable 
aluminum alloy initially designed for the frame work of rigid airships by the Germans during 
World War I [11]. They are now extensively employed in aerospace and automobile industries due 
to their excellent high strength-to-weight ratio [12-14]. Some authors refer to AA 2017 as Al-Cu 
based alloy [12-16] due to their low magnesium content while other researchers preferred to refer 
to it as Al-Cu-Mg based alloy because of the magnesium addition [11]. AA 2017 aluminum alloy 
has large solidification range with the attendant problem of hot tearing which is linked to the level 
of strains and stresses induced by thermal gradients, shrinkage-related brittleness, hindered feeding 
of the liquid phase, eutectic and inclusion segregation at the grain boundaries etc. [17]. Also, due 
to their heterogeneous microstructure, AA 2017 exhibit localised corrosion problems especially in 
chloride-containing media  [12].  
The AA 2024 aluminum alloy is the most widely used of the 2000 series aluminum alloys with 
moderate (about 324 MPa) yield strength [8]. It has good damage tolerance [8,18,19] and good 
fatigue resistance [9]. It also offers good corrosion resistance due to high tendencies to form 
inherent protective oxide film on the surface [20]. AA 2024 aluminum alloy is used in lightweight 
transportation vehicles in the form of sheets and in plates for aircraft fuselage skin, fuselage 
bulkhead, lower wing skins [20,21], rivets and truck wheel [19]. Despite the extensive use of AA 
2024, there are still limitations in industrial applications due to their highly anisotropic grain 
structures and properties [9]. The AA 2624 is a newly developed AA 2x24 aluminum alloy series 
intended for application in transportation vehicles such as in aerospace and automobile industries. 
Extensive research work is yet to be carried out on this alloy. 
1.2 Motivation 
Aluminum alloys used in automotive and aerospace applications can be exposed to static or 
dynamic loading conditions. Hence, there is a need to understand their mechanisms of deformation 
and failure under these conditions. For example, damage to aircrafts due to collision with birds 
during take-off or landing has been reported [8,22]. Although most commercial aluminum alloys 
are investigated extensively under quasi-static loading, little is known about their behavior under 
such severe dynamic impact loading condition. There is need to generate microstructural and 
mechanical data which can be used to simulate the dynamic response of aluminum alloys to high 
strain-rate loading. These data can also be utilized in future aluminum alloy development for 
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enhanced failure resistance under dynamic shock loading. In this study, the mechanical behavior 
of AA 2624 (an alloy with stricter limits on impurity level in comparison with other AA 2x24 
derivatives), AA 2017 and AA 2024 alloys in different temper conditions was investigated under 
both quasi-static and dynamic shock loading. What influenced the selection of these alloys is their 
closeness in terms of the concentration of the major alloying element (Cu) and the difference in 
their Cu/Mg ratios. The effects of these compositional variations, heat treatment temper and 
loading condition on the mechanical response of the Al-Cu-Mg alloys were investigated.  
1.3 Research objectives 
The overall goal of this research is to investigate the deformation and damage mechanisms in the 
selected AA 2017, AA 2024 and AA 2624 aluminum alloys under quasi-static and dynamic shock 
loading as influenced by temper conditions. In other to realise this overall goal, the specific 
objectives were to: 
1. Determine the effects of strain rate, temper condition and initial texture on the mechanical 
response and microstructure of AA 2017, AA 2024 and AA 2624 aluminum alloys under 
quasi-static and dynamic shock loading conditions; 
2. Determine the deformation and failure mechanisms in the selected alloys under both quasi-
static and dynamic shock loading; 
3. Identify the influence of the concentration of copper, magnesium and silicon on the 
microstructural evolution, deformation and failure behavior of the alloys under the 
dynamic shock loading condition.    
1.4 Thesis arrangement 
The current chapter, Chapter One, contains an overview, the motivations and objectives of this 
research. A summary of some of the previous work by other researchers in areas related to this 
study are provided as a literature review in Chapter Two. Detailed information about the 
investigated alloys and experimental procedures are enumerated in Chapter Three. Chapter Four 
contains the results and discussion, while Chapter Five contains the summary and conclusions 
drawn from this study. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Precipitation in 2000 series aluminum alloys 
The investigated aluminum alloys belong to the AA 2000 series aluminium alloys which are 
commonly strengthened by precipitation hardening. This process involves homogenizing the 
aluminum alloy at a temperature between the solvus and solidus temperature, followed by 
quenching to room temperature where alloying elements are retained in a supersaturated solid 
solution [23]. Upon further heat treatment (aging) below the solvus temperature, atomic diffusion 
occurs leading to the formation of a sequence of metastable and stable phases as fine precipitates 
from the supersaturated solid solution. These precipitates are usually too small to be resolved 
under an optical microscope (OM) or a scanning electron microscope (SEM) except by high 
resolution electron microscope (HREM). They strengthen aluminum alloys by serving as effective 
barriers to the motion of dislocations. They can dissolve during heat treatment, as a result of the 
high solubility of Cu and Mg in Al [24].  
Depending on the major and minor alloying elements addition to aluminum, the morphology, 
geometry, orientation and properties of the precipitates can vary widely in various aluminum 
alloys. Since the 2000 series aluminum alloys could be Al-Cu or Al-Cu-Mg based, the 
precipitation sequence can therefore be expected to differ. These are explained separately in the 
next two subsections. Figure 2.1 shows the possible phase fields that can exist during aging of 
2000 series aluminum alloys at 190 oC and 500 oC [25]. The phase field in aged Al-Cu based 
alloys could be (α + 𝜃) or (α + 𝜃 + S) due to the presence of small amount of Mg, while that 
of Al-Cu-Mg based alloys falls within the (α + S), (α + S + T) or (α + T) region. Therefore, 
the Cu/Mg ratio in 2000 series aluminum alloys determine, to a large extent, the identity of the 
strengthening precipitate phases [24]. 
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Fig. 2.1. Aluminum-rich   corner of the Al-Cu-Mg phase diagram indicating the phase fields as 
a function of composition, after long term aging at 190 oC. While the thick solid line signifies 
the (α + S) phase boundary at 500 oC, the dotted lines indicate phase boundaries at 190 oC 
[25].  
2.1.1 Al-Cu based alloys 
The Al-Cu based alloys are the basis for the development of many high performance 
multicomponent aluminum alloys which find widespread applications in the automotive and 
aerospace industries. One of the major challenges of Al-Cu alloys is encountered during their 
production; there is high tendency for microcracking to occur during casting [26]. The 
precipitation sequence of an Al-Cu alloys has been proposed by several authors  [24,27,28] to be: 
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑆𝑆𝑆)  → 𝐺𝑃 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠 → 𝜃′′  →  𝜃′ → 𝜃                              … 2.1 
where GP is Guinier-Preston,  𝜃′′(Al3Cu) and 𝜃
′ (Al2Cu) are metastable phases and 𝜃 (Al2Cu)  is 
a stable phase. The first evidence of the existence of nano-sized GP zones in Al-Cu alloys was 
independently provided by Guinier and Preston in the late 1930s using different X-ray techniques 
[29,30]. Another study of GP zones in the early 1990s suggests a three dimensional clusters (GP 
pre-zones) prior to the formation of GP zones [29]. These GP pre-zones are said to comprise of 
several Cu rich planes separated by the matrix planes capable of transforming to the GP zone or 
directly to  θ′′ phase. Although GP zones and θ′′ have plate-like morphology, GP zones are 
considered to comprise of monolayer of Cu atoms on a {200} lattice plane whereas θ′′ consists of 
multilayer of Cu and Al atoms [23,28]. It was mentioned in another work that the morphologies 
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of GP zones could be platelet, sphere or needle, depending on the difference in the atomic 
diameters of solute and solvent elements [29].  In a study on thermodynamic analysis of GP zones, 
Jing et. al. [28] reported that there exists a critical size of the atomic clustering that corresponds to 
the nucleation of  GP zones. It was observed that the smaller the size of the GP zones, the smaller 
the driving force for further precipitation. 
The evolution of any of the aforementioned phases in an aged Al-Cu alloy is dependent on solute 
content,  the degree of supersaturation and aging temperature [23,27]. Figure 2.2 shows the Al-
rich corner of the Al–Cu phase diagram which includes the metastable solvus boundaries for GP 
zones, θ′′ and θ′ phases, together with the equilibrium solvus line for the θ phase. Stages in the 
precipitation sequence (Eq. 2.1) can be suppressed by aging at temperature close to or above the 
intermediate solvus temperatures [27,28] i.e. if the aging temperature of an Al-Cu based alloy is 
higher than the GP solvus temperature for a specific mole fraction of Cu, instead of the GP zones, 
metastable θ′′ phase will precipitate as suggested in Fig. 2.2. The evolved precipitates in an age-
hardenable aluminum alloy are effective barriers to motion of dislocations in which strengthening 
is enabled by dislocation-particle interactions which may involve mobile dislocations cutting 
through the precipitates or forced to loop around depending on the coherency of precipitate-matrix 
interface  [31]. 
 
 
Fig. 2.2. Al-rich corner of the Al–Cu phase diagram showing the metastable solvus boundaries for 
GP zones, θ′′ and θ′ , together with the equilibrium solvus line for the θ phase [27].  
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In terms of coherency of the precipitates with the aluminum matrix, coherency is lost as the 
precipitates changes to the equilibrium phase (𝜃) i.e. GP zones, 𝜃′′, 𝜃′  and 𝜃 are fully coherent, 
coherent, semi-coherent and incoherent with the aluminum matrix respectively [16,24]. The loss 
of coherency from the early phase of precipitation (GP zones) to the equilibrium phase (𝜃) as aging 
proceeds is attributed to the continuous growth of existing precipitates till it coarsens by the 
process referred to as Ostwald ripening [32]. Ostwald ripening is a diffusion-driven process 
involving the growth of large precipitates at the expense of the small ones so as to reduce the total 
amount of interfacial area between the two phases. Ostwald ripening are usually not desirable due 
to the fact that the process leads to deterioration of mechanical properties of age-hardened  
aluminum alloys [23].  
2.1.2 Al-Cu-Mg based alloys 
Al-Cu-Mg based alloys are 2000 series aluminum alloys in which precipitates formed are function 
of the ratio of major alloying elements (mostly Cu/Mg ratio) [33]. Different precipitation stages 
have been proposed for Al-Cu-Mg alloys. Bagaryatsky was the first to propose four precipitation 
stages (Eq. 2.2) in the age-hardening of Al-Cu-Mg base alloys. However, the term GPB (Guinier-
Preston-Bagaryatsky) zone was first used  later by Silcock [34-36]. 
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑆𝑆𝑆)  → 𝐺𝑃𝐵 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠 → 𝑆′′/𝐺𝑃𝐵2 →  𝑆′ → 𝑆                … 2.2 
where GPB is Guinier-Preston-Bagaryatsky, 𝑆′′ and  𝑆′  are metastable phases (distorted version 
of 𝑆 phase),  𝑆 (Al2CuMg) is a stable phase. 
GPB zones are known to be coherent with the aluminum matrix. Coherency is lost as precipitation 
proceeds to the most stable equilibrium S phase. GPB zone was observed to be an ordered structure 
with cylindrical shape of about 4 nm long and 1-2 nm in diameter along <110>Al directions. Gouma 
et al. [33] reported the dissolution of GPB after aging treatment of aluminum alloy with Cu/Mg 
ratio of 0.14 at 180 oC for 8 h. Sha et al. [7] reported the existence of solute clusters and GPB 
zones in AA 2024 aluminum alloy, while Bargaryatsky explains that a short ranged ordering 
consisting of Mg and Cu atoms are considered to be GPB zones [34]. In the recent times, both 
Cu/Mg clusters and GPB zones have been used interchangeably [33,37,38].  
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On the orientation, structure and properties of S'' phase (with suggested structure of Al10Cu3Mg3 
[39]), quite a number of works have been reported using different techniques. Contrary to the 
report of Ringer et al. [40,41] that the metastable S'' phase has no link with S phase in terms of 
orientation, structure and composition; the existence of such link was confirmed in a study by  
Ratchev et al.[38]. The S'' phase  has also been reported to have its lattice parameters (a = 0.4 nm, 
b = 0.925 nm and c = 0.718 nm) to be very close to those of the S phase (a = 0.4 nm, b= 0.923 nm 
and c = 0.714 nm) [33]. In affirmation of the fact that the structure of S'' phase is not well 
understood, various structures such as orthorhombic, tetragonal, cubic and monoclinic has been 
proposed for this phase [34]. With the use of high-resolution transmission electron microscopy 
(HRTEM) and Z-contrast imaging on aluminum alloy with low Cu/Mg and small addition of Si, 
Kovarik et. al. [42] suggests that coherent orientation relationship (OR) exist between S'' phase 
and aluminum matrix at the (021)S'' // (014)Al and (011)S'' // (021)Al interfaces. Using atom probe 
tomography (APT) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), they observed that Si 
enrichment contributed to the evolution of the S'' phase when small addition of Si (0.12 wt. %) is 
present in the aluminum alloy. On the other hand, Wang and Starink [34] reported that high Si 
content (0.49 wt. %) suppressed the formation of S'' phase. Wang and Starink [39] also confirmed 
that S'' phases are coherent with the aluminum matrix and reported that its coherency is achievable 
by slightly distorted structure in comparison with S phase having coherent orientation relationship 
of [100]S'' // [100]Al, ]110[ S'' // [053]Al, [013]S'' // [011]Al. Ratchev et al. [38] proposed the formation 
of S'' phase on dislocation loops and helices whose contribution to early stage hardening cannot 
be neglected. This phase was also reported to have the potential to transform to S' phase. 
The orientation, structure and properties of S' and S phases are, in most cases, discussed together 
owing to the observation that the former is a precursor to the formation of the later [39]. Some 
researchers believe that S' and S phases should be considered same since they have identical 
structure when observed under high resolution electron microscope (HREM) and the formation 
enthalpies of both phases were observed to be similar [43]. The equilibrium S phase is generally 
considered to be lath-shaped and non-coherent with the aluminum matrix while S' phase is semi-
coherent [34]. 
Several authors [2,39,44] have reported that Perlitz and Westren, using X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
technique, were the first to propose a structural model for S-phase precipitates called the PW 
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model. The PW model proposed the structure of the S phase as orthorhombic Cmcm (a space group 
having an inversion point) with 16 atoms per unit cell having lattice parameters; a = 0.4 nm, b = 
0.923 nm and c = 0.714 nm (Fig. 2.3). Several years later, other researchers came up with new 
models for S phase in Al-Cu-Mg alloys. In the late 70s, the Mondolfo model which is a modified 
PW model with slight differences in lattice parameter (a = 0.4 nm, b = 0.925 nm and c = 0.718 
nm) was proposed [2,45]. In this model, there is an atomic position shift and switching of Cu and 
Mg atoms in comparison to the unit cell of a PW model (Fig. 2.3). That is, one of the (001)S Cu–
Mg atomic layers in the Mondolfo model is shifted along [010]S with respect to that in the PW 
model. 
 
 
Fig. 2.3. Schematic unit cells of the existing controversial structure models for S-phase, projected 
along the [100]S direction. a, b and c are the lattice vectors, and x is the fractional coordinates of 
atoms in the a or [100]S direction [39]. 
In the year 2001, Kilaas and Radmilovic [2] proposed a new model (the RK model) with space 
group (Cmcm) and lattice parameters; a = 0.403 ± 0.001 nm, b = 0.930 ± 0.013 nm and c = 0.718 
± 0.01 nm. This model is similar to the PW model except for the exchange in the position of Cu 
with Mg atoms (Fig. 2.3). The reasons for the existing controversy in the crystal structure of the 
S-phase are [44]: 
a. The results of X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements on the crystal structure of the S-
phase have often been doubted because the weak diffraction of S-phase precipitates with 
respect to the strong matrix reflections overlap each other. 
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b. HRTEM images of the S-phase are lattice images which can only be interpreted indirectly 
by image simulation but unfortunately, to include the right aberrations of the objective lens 
in this simulation is difficult. 
c. The interfacial energy and the strain energy have often been neglected in the calculations 
of the precipitates embedded in the Al-matrix from the first principles. 
Although these reasons led to disagreements on the conclusions of the three approaches to the S-
phase structure, the PW model is still the most acceptable [39].  In recent years, many researchers 
have suggested different precipitation sequences other than that proposed by Bagaryatsky in Eq. 
2.2. The precipitation sequence suggested by Gouma et al. [33] for Al-Cu-Mg alloys with Cu/Mg 
weight ratio of between 0.11 and 0.29 is:  
𝑆𝑆𝑆 → 𝑀𝑔/𝐶𝑢 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑟 𝐺𝑃𝐵 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠 → 𝑆′′  →  𝑆′ → 𝑆                                                 … 2.3 
Ringer et. al. [40,41] investigated the precipitation sequence in Al-1.1Cu-1.7Mg (at. %) when aged 
between 120 and 200oC. They found that age-hardening is first due to the formation of Cu-Mg co-
clusters, followed by probable nucleation of GPB zones as the second stage of hardening around 
co-cluster sites. Proofs linking the orientation, structure and chemistry of S'' to S phase was 
inadequate in their findings such that they considered the inclusion of S'' in the precipitation 
sequence inappropriate. With these observations, they proposed a new precipitation sequence as 
follows: 
𝑆𝑆𝑆 → 𝐶𝑢/𝑀𝑔 𝑐𝑜 − 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 → 𝐺𝑃𝐵 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 → 𝑆                             … 2.4 
where the Cu–Mg co-clusters are responsible for the initial hardening, GPB zone is reported to be 
the dominant precipitate at peak strengthening and the S phase appears in the softening stage. 
In another study, Wang and Starink [34] investigated the formation of two possible variants of S 
phase in AA 2024 (0.49 wt.% Si) and AA 2324 (0.08 wt.% Si) Al-Cu-Mg alloys using transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). They established that 
two distinct S phase precipitates (Type I and Type II) are present in these alloys as presented in 
Eq. 2.5. While increase in silicon content enhanced the evolution of Type I S phase, the formation 
of Type II S phase is supressed. Type II S phase is said to be a non-coherent precipitate and the 
more stable of the two. 
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𝑆𝑆𝑆 → 𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 → 𝑆′′/𝐺𝑃𝐵2 → 𝑆(𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝐼) → 𝑆 (𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝐼𝐼)                                      … 2.5 
In another study on the precipitation sequence of AA 2024 during aging at 170oC, Sha et al. [7] 
observed that solute clustering remained throughout the aging process and it could coexist with  
GPB zones and S phase particles. Therefore, they revised the existing precipitation sequence to: 
𝑆𝑆𝑆 → 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 → 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 + 𝐺𝑃𝐵 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 → 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 + 𝐺𝑃𝐵 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 +
𝑆 → 𝑆                                                                                                 … 2.6 
The possible coexistence of phases at different precipitation stages was further established in the 
work of Charai et. al. [37] on the precipitation phenomena in Al-0.9% Cu-1.4% Mg alloy. At aging 
temperature around 200 oC, high resolution electron microscope (HREM) observation coupled to 
localized Fourier analysis revealed the simultaneous evolution of small pre-precipitates 
(𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐺𝑃𝐵 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠) and larger phases (𝑆′′, 𝑆′ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆). 
2.2 Deformation behaviour of metallic materials under mechanical loading 
The response of metallic materials to mechanical loading, be it tensile or compressive is 
microstructure-dependent. On the application of load, metallic material could undergo elastic 
(brittle material) or elastic and plastic (ductile material) deformation before fracture. Elastic 
deformation is a non-permanent deformation that results in the stretching of inter-atomic bonds 
(straining) that tends to hold the atoms that make up the material in position on the account of 
applied load. The stretched inter-atomic bonds returns to its initial position (deformation 
recovered) once load is removed. On the other hand, plastic deformation is a permanent 
deformation that occurs when the elastic limit is exceeded such that existing inter-atomic bonds 
break, leading to the building of new ones. When the load is removed, deformation is not 
recoverable. Mechanical properties of deformed metallic specimen are obtained from the stress-
strain curves obtained during mechanical loading. The shape and the magnitude of the stress-strain 
curve depends on several factors which includes the composition of the metallic materials, heat 
treatment condition, testing temperature  and loading conditions (e.g. strain rates, state of stress) 
[46]. The typical strain rates for a quasi-static loading conditions whose plastic deformation 
mechanisms are by slip and/or twinning ranged between 10-5 and 10-1 s-1 [47]. Features of plastic 
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flow during quasi-static loading are necking in tensile loading or buckling in compressive loading 
[48].  
Dynamic shock loading (also called dynamic impact loading) condition involves loading at strain 
rates usually in excess of 103 s-1. Plastic deformation in metallic materials under dynamic impact 
loading is a complex phenomenon that is characterised by competing strain hardening effect of 
dislocation multiplication and thermal softening effect resulting from the conversion of impact 
energy to thermal energy that leads to temperature rise in the impacted samples [49]. It was 
suggested that 90 % of the kinetic energy of the striking projectile is converted to thermal energy 
[50]. The description of deformation behavior in metallic materials under different loading 
condition is illustrated in Fig. 2.4 [51]. The figure shows that a metal under quasi-static loading 
conditions (where heating is negligible) exhibits continuous hardening to large strain in the stress-
strain curve until the material fractures. In the event that plastic working heats up the deformed 
material as in the case of dynamic impact loading conditions, the material softens resulting in the 
flow stress reaching a peak value at ɣmax stress that is followed by strain softening (the adiabatic 
curve on Fig. 2.4). A localized thermal softening may become excessive giving rise to a stress 
collapse that leads to strain localization. 
 
 
Fig. 2.4. Shear stress versus nominal shear strain for a typical work-hardening material [51]. 
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The reason for thermal softening is not always clear and not necessarily the same for all alloys, yet 
in agreement with another research work [52], Verlinden et. al. [53] gave possible reasons which 
includes temperature rise of specimen during deformation, coarsening of dynamic precipitates that 
evolved during the first stage of straining, dynamic recrystallization, subgrain coarsening during 
straining and texture softening. Verlinden et. al. [53] proposed a relative softening equation for 
the quantitative analysis of thermal or flow softening in deformed metals as follows:  
Relative Softening, 100*(%) 






 

p
p
rS


                               … 2.7 
where p is the peak stress and  is the stress (MPa) at various strain level beyond the peak stress 
on the true stress-true strain curves. Other researchers [52,54,55] successfully applied this equation 
to quantify the amount of relative softening in deformed metals. 
Intense thermal softening brought about by adiabatic heating along certain narrow paths during 
dynamic shock loading of metallic materials is generally believed to cause the generation of 
adiabatic shear band (ASB) [56]. ASBs are therefore paths of intense shear strain localization due 
to loss of load carrying capacity from excessive thermal softening in the region of intense adiabatic 
heating. Generally, shear bands are known to be generated within a short time frame such that they 
undergo localized instantaneous heating and rapid cooling by the relatively cool matrix around 
them [57]. Adiabatic shear bands (ASBs) or adiabatic shear localization frequently evolve in 
metallic materials subjected to various dynamic loading conditions, ballistic or hypervelocity 
impact, friction stir welding, forging [56], high speed machining/cutting [58], dynamic punch test, 
explosive loading, shaped charge jet, torsion rolling, explosive welding, etc. [59-61]. Though 
investigation of shear band evolution was first observed and correctly interpreted by Tresca in the 
19th century [62], its mechanistic model was first proposed by Zener and Hollomon who attributed 
the occurrence of ASB to a competition between strain-rate hardening and thermal softening 
whereby localized deformation occur when thermal softening dominates strain-hardening [60].  
ASBs, which are characteristics of high strain rates deformation, are of two types; deformed band 
(DB) and transformed band (TB) [57-59][63]. While the deformed band has been reported to 
contain elongated and distorted grains, the transformed bands are formed from the deformed bands 
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in many materials as the intensity of strain localization reaches a critical value [57,63]. 
Transformed bands which mostly exhibit microstructures that are distinctively different from the 
bulk materials have been reported in most metallic materials to consist of ultra-fine equiaxed grains 
formed as result of  dynamic recovery or dynamic recrystallization [57,61,63]. Transformed bands, 
also known as white-etching bands present white-etching characteristics under the optical 
microscope in some alloys such as steels. As a result, some researchers have attributed the etching 
characteristics of TB to phase transformation [63,64]. Hardness profile across transformed band 
has shown higher microhardness measurement in the TB (attributed to grain refining) than the 
matrix/bulk material [64-69]. Formation of ASBs in a shock loaded specimens are often precursors 
to ductile fracture and they serves as potential sites for crack initiation and propagation [56,70,71]. 
Though shear band formation is generally accepted to be a deformation mode during high strain 
rate deformation, it can also occur in specimen under quasi-static loading condition [72-75].  
2.3 Hardening curve in metallic materials under dynamic shock loading 
Slip and twinning are the two deformation mechanisms that accounts for the plasticity of deformed 
alloys at room temperature [76]. Therefore, the strain hardening behaviour of these alloys can be 
influenced by any or both of these mechanisms, depending on which controls the deformation 
process [77-79]. In the deformation twin-controlled alloy such as Mg alloys, typical strain 
hardening rate-strain curve  is observed with four distinctive stages as shown in Fig. 2.5a [78]. 
Stage I is the elasto-plastic regime that coincide with the onset of primary extension twinning 
 2110  while stage II is where the formation of primary twin spread and are characterised by 
increased flow stress but low work hardening rate. In stage III, dense secondary  2110  extension 
twins are formed; they act as barriers to dislocation motions thereby resulting to an increase in 
strain hardening rate. Stage IV shows a decrease in strain hardening rate up to negative values 
which are brought about by the saturation of  2110  extension twins. Therefore, the transition 
between stage III and IV results in a hump in the hardening curve. Twinning in other hexagonal 
closed-packed (HCP) low SFE alloys such as titanium [80] has also been reported to enhance strain 
hardening rate, thereby exhibiting similar strain hardening rate-strain curve such as Fig. 2.5a.  
For alloys such as FCC aluminium alloys, whose plastic deformation occurs mainly by slip 
mechanism, typical strain hardening rate-strain curve is hump-free as shown in Fig. 2.5b. The 
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hump-free curve indicates the absence of twinning activity in the deformed alloy i.e. twinning is 
not the dominant deformation mechanism [81]. This implies that the stage III in deformation slip-
controlled alloy (Fig. 2.5b) are void of dense secondary  2110  extension twins formation. Stage 
I is the elasto-plastic regime reported to be region of dynamic recovery in high SFE metals where 
deformation is substantially accommodated by slip [77]. Stage IV corresponds to the region where 
strain hardening loss its dominance to flow/thermal softening. In this region, hardening curve could 
drop below zero. Hump-free hardening curves are therefore the conventional hardening curves in 
polycrystalline face centered cubic (FCC) materials [82] where slip dominates the deformation 
process.  
 
 
Fig. 2.5. Typical strain hardening rate-strain curve for (a) twinning-controlled deformation [78] 
and (b) slip-controlled deformation.  
2.4 Occurrence of adiabatic Shear bands in metallic materials under dynamic impact 
loading 
The formation of adiabatic shear bands has been reported in most metallic materials. However, the 
critical condition(s) at which they evolve vary from one alloy to another. This section highlights 
reports on shear band initiation, propagation and microstructure in major commercial alloys under 
various kind of high-strain rate loading conditions. 
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2.4.1 Aluminum alloys 
Occurrence of both deformed and transformed bands have been reported in aluminium alloys 
subjected to dynamic shock loading. For example,  Li et al. [57] observed dozens of shear bands 
in AA 7075 aluminum alloy after explosive loading and attributed the formation of ultrafine 
equiaxed grains in the transformed bands to dynamic recrystallization. Yang et al. [83] investigated 
the spatial distribution of shear bands in thick wall cylinders (TWC) of rolled AA 7075 aluminum 
alloy after explosive loading. The cylinders were machined such that their axis were directed at 
angles are 0o, 90o or 45o to the rolling direction. Using the Schmid factor theories, they observed 
self-organization of multiple adiabatic shear band in the specimens machined in different 
orientation. While the 90o specimens exhibited the least average nucleation rate of shear band with 
obvious shielding effect and largest spacing, the 45o specimen possess the maximum average 
nucleation rate with spacing larger than the 0o specimen. Shielding effect occur when grown bands 
are fraction of total possible initiation sites which are brought about by the restriction of the growth 
of other smaller bands by the longer ones [83,84].  
In another research finding, Yang et al. [85] reported that shear bands initiate at the inner boundary 
of AA 7075-T651 aluminum alloy tube and their tips propagate along the maximum shear stress 
at 45o or 135o with the tube radius. Their work highlights the importance of stress state for the 
development of ASBs. This stress states were suggested to make shear bands bifurcates and 
annihilate. A comparative study on the dynamic behaviour of AA 7075 alloy in T73 and annealed 
temper conditions using the TWC technique was also conducted [86]. This work revealed that due 
to the difference in the mechanical and physical properties of the alloy in the two temper 
conditions, the adiabatic shearing energy barrier for the annealed specimen was nearly 2.5 times 
higher than that of the T73 specimen; a result that brought about the absence of adiabatic shear 
bands in annealed sample under same loading condition with the T73 temper that generated 
multiple ASBs.  
Owolabi et al. [47] studied the dynamic deformation behaviour of AA 6061-T6 aluminum alloy in 
compression and torsion using a digital image correlation (DIC) system and the elastic wave 
technique. Apart from the observation of intense shear localization under both dynamic loading 
conditions, their results also showed that the strain values obtained in DIC technique were in 
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agreement with those obtained using the elastic wave method. A comparative study on strain 
localization and adiabatic shear failure in AA 6061 and AA 2099 aluminum by Odeshi et al. [87] 
indicated that the AA 2099 alloy has higher deformation resistance than AA 6061 alloy under 
quasi-static loading condition while the reverse holds when both alloys were subjected to dynamic 
impact loading. Higher crack susceptibility was reported for AA 2099 than AA 6061 during impact 
loading on the account of the high susceptibility of AA 2099 specimen to occurrence of adiabatic 
shear bands, especially transformed bands. In another study, Adesola et al. [88] observed the 
influence of aging condition on the damage evolution in AA 6061 alloy under quasi-static and 
dynamic loading conditions. This alloy in T4 temper condition shows the highest strain hardening 
capability than in T7 and T8 temper under quasi-static loading, and shows higher susceptibility to 
shear strain localization and adiabatic shear failure under impact loading. Using the SHPB 
technique to generate strain rate of approximately 103 s-1 in AA 8090 Al-Li alloy at ambient 
temperature and 77 K, Xu et al. [48] observed that specimens impacted at the ambient temperature 
were less susceptible to cracking along localized shear than specimen impacted at much lower 
temperatures. They also established that unless a critical value of strain for the occurrence of 
deformed and transformed is reached, no shear band will form.  
Particle reinforcement of an aluminium alloy to increase strength can also affect susceptibility to 
occurrence of ASBs and failure under dynamic impact loading. For example,  Owolabi et al. [89] 
observed that though the reinforcement of AA 6061-T6 alloy with alumina particles improves its 
strength and stiffness, susceptibility to strain localization and adiabatic shear failure increases with 
particulate reinforcement. Microstructural evaluation after impact revealed that particles in the 
shear band formed in aluminum matrix composite were more closely packed than in the bulk 
material while shear bands in the unreinforced AA 6061-T6 contain ultrafine grains..  
2.4.2 Steels 
Ferrous alloys which are commonly used in armor tanks and other applications are exposed to 
different type of explosives or ballistic impacts leading to failures initiated by occurrence of 
adiabatic shear bands. Previous research studies on the dynamic impact response of ferrous alloys 
such as steels have shown that occurrence of transformed adiabatic shear bands triggers 
fragmentation mode at high strain rates.  
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Characterization of AISI 304L stainless steel after exposure to dynamic shock loading conditions 
by Meyers et al. [90] using transmission electron microscope (TEM) revealed two distinct regions 
within the shear band; the first consist of grains having sizes ranging between 0.1 and 0.2 µm with 
well-defined grain boundaries while the second showed amorphization (glassy structure) within 
the shear band. This work also reported that the AISI 304L stainless steel deforms by martensitic 
transformation, stacking faults and twinning outside the shear band region. Lins et al. [91] 
investigated the occurrence of ASBs in a hot-rolled interstitial free (IF) steel under high strain rate 
loading conditions and observed equiaxed grain structure within the shear band irrespective of the 
test temperature. In a study on the formation of ASBs during high strain-rate deformation of AISI 
4340 steel using a torsional split Hopkinson bar system, Bassim [92] reported that ASB tends to 
initiate at local defects and inhomogenities in the alloy while specimen geometry and dimensions 
also influence the tendency of the alloy to develop adiabatic shear band. A fractographic 
examination of quench-hardened and tempered AISI 4340 steel that fragmented under dynamic 
impact loading indicates knobby fracture modes along the adiabatic shear band region suggesting 
melting inside the shear bands the impact loading  [93]. Tempering martensitic  AISI 4340 steel at 
620oC for 2 h prior to shock loading resulted in the formation of deformed bands that are less 
susceptible to cracking [71]. Annealing the impacted AISI 4340 steel specimens containing 
transformed shear band at 650oC for 20 min eliminated the transformed bands and reduced the 
cracking tendency if subsequently subjected to mechanical load. During dynamic shear loading of 
an ultra-fine-grained (UFG) iron  with grain size of approximately 500 nm, adiabatic shear bands 
(ASBs) formed while cracks nucleated and propagated along the shear bands [67]. A two-stage 
process was reported for the development of ASB in the iron; the nucleation and thickening stages. 
The thickening stage is a stage where the evolution of ASB is accompanied by increase in both 
thickness and micro-hardness of the ASB. TEM observations indicated that grains in the shear 
bands were further refined compared to the grains in the UFG iron. 
2.4.3 Magnesium alloys 
The hcp crystal structure of Mg alloys with only a few active slip systems makes them to generally 
exhibit limited ductility at low temperatures. Although they have many potential applications in 
automotive and aerospace industries due to their low density, the challenges in mechanical forming 
of Mg alloys to produce them in wrought form hinders their widespread application [94]. The poor 
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formability of Mg alloys at room temperature is due to limitation of plastic deformation mode to 
slip on basal planes and twinning [77]. 
The study of ASB formation in AM60B Mg alloy during ballistic impact at 0.5 kms-1 indicated the 
evolution of the deformation twins, deformed and transformed bands [63,64]. Deformed bands 
were characterized by severely deformed grains with high density dislocation while transformed 
bands were composed of the ultrafine and equiaxed grains attributed to the twinning-induced 
rotational dynamic recrystallization mechanism. Microhardness was observed to be higher in the 
shear band region than the bulk material, which was attributed to strain hardening, grain refining 
and elemental composition of the parent metal. In another study, three deformed zones were 
observed in the microstructure of AM60B Mg alloy subjected to ballistic impact at 4 kms-1; 
dynamic recrystallization (DRX) zones, high and low densities deformation twin zones [95]. At a 
ballistic impact velocity of 5 kms-1 [96], four deformed zones namely DRX zones, DRX and 
deformation twin zone, high and low densities deformation twin zones were observed.  
Generally, it is important to mention that Mg alloys can easily recrystallize under dynamic shock 
loading due to three reasons [65]. First, the slip systems of Mg alloys are few and dislocations pile 
up easily so that dislocation density can meet the requirement for DRX. Secondly, Mg and its 
alloys are of lower stacking fault energy (SFE) and extended dislocation (combined partial 
dislocations) is hard to feature so that slip and climb becomes difficult; therefore, dynamic 
recovery become slow thereby promoting recrystallization. Thirdly, grain boundary diffusion 
occurs more readily in Mg alloys and the dislocation energy that pile up on the subgrain boundaries 
can be absorbed by the boundaries which speeds up the rate of DRX. Other Mg alloys in which 
ASBs were observed after high strain-rate  include AM50 [97] and Mg-Gd-Y alloy [65] among 
others. 
2.4.4 Other metals/alloys  
Occurrence of ASBs is not peculiar only to aluminum and ferrous alloys, it has been reported in 
most of other engineering metals and alloys. The adiabatic shear bands has been reported in Ti6441 
titanium alloys with  equiaxed grains and lamella microstructures [98]. The titanium alloy with 
lamella microstructure was observed to be less susceptible to formation of ASBs than the equiaxed 
ones. ASB branching was observed in the alloy with lamella structure hence, requiring additional 
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energy for further propagation of ASB by consuming plastic deformation work. Shear band 
initiation and pattern development in commercially pure titanium was observed and investigated 
by Nesterenko et al. [62] using a TWC technique. Initiated bands were observed to form spiral 
trajectories with periodic spacing that decreases with the progression of collapse. Yang et al. [61] 
studied the microstructural evolution in a near beta-Ti alloy under dynamic shock loading. 
Although TEM observations indicated the microstructure inside ASB to consist of fine equiaxed 
subgrains, the β to ω(althermal) phase transformation was also observed inside the ASB. Further 
analysis suggests that high alloying element content of this alloy and formation of shear band 
offers thermodynamic and kinetic conditions for the ω(althermal) phase transformation. In a study on 
the formation mechanism of shear bands in ultrafine lamella Ti-Fe eutectics under static 
compression at room temperature, Zhu et al. [99] reported alternating lamella and serrated 
structures inside the ASBs. They proposed that shear bands in this alloy are due to the geometric 
evolution and could therefore not be referred to as adiabatic shear band since equiaxed grains 
which are signature of ASBs were not found. Other titanium alloy such as Ti-1300 [100] and Ti-
6Al-4V [101] have also been studied in relation to ASB evolution. Evolution of ultrafine and 
equiaxed grains by rotational dynamic recrystallization mechanism was observed in transformed 
bands that develop  in shock loaded zirconium alloy [59]. Other alloy where ASB was observed is 
the tungsten heavy alloy (WHA) [102]. This study confirmed that the geometry of specimen and 
surface friction have considerable effect on the tendency for ASB formation. 
2.5 Shear band in other mechanical processes 
Shear band formation which are thought to be predominantly signature of metals subjected to 
dynamic shock loading has been observed to occur in other mechanical processes such as rolling. 
Rostova and Zakharov [103] reported the formation of shear bands in cold rolled Al-Li alloy, 
which they attributed to be a result of concentrated plastic strain. Inagaki and Kohara [104] studied 
shear band evolution in Al-Mg alloy polycrystals containing between 0.5 and 5 % Mg subjected 
to cold rolling up to about 95 % reduction. They reported that the tendency for shear banding is 
strongly influenced by the concentration of Mg. When Mg content was less than 2.5 %, shear 
bands were formed at rolling reduction of 95 % while lower percentage reduction (50 %) was 
required for shear band formation in the aluminum alloy containing more than 2.5 % Mg. Lee and 
Chan [105] analysed the micro plasticity of shear band cracks in rolled AA 2024 aluminum alloy 
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in annealed and age-hardened temper conditions. No shear band was observed in rolled annealed 
specimen. On the other hand, shear bands confined within an individual grain (grain-scale shear 
bands)) at low rolling reductions while  shear bands traversing more than one grain (sample-scale 
SB) at higher rolling strains were observed in rolled age-hardened specimen. Other alloys where 
shear bands evolve in cold rolling operation are AA 7075 aluminum alloy [106] and commercial 
titanium [60]. Complex macroscopic shear bands have been reported in ultrafine-grained (UFG) 
materials processed by severe plastic deformation methods such as the equal-channel angular 
pressing (ECAP) [107].   
2.6 Initiation and propagation mechanisms of adiabatic shear band 
Shear bands are initiated as a result of steady exhaustion of crystallographic slip [105] and/or local 
fluctuations in strain and temperature [62]. Their initiation occurs with a crystallographic slip in a 
favoured individual grain which tends to propagate into adjacent grains by cooperative slip or 
cross-slip. This leads to the spread of shear localization over the total cross-section of the deformed 
specimen which eventually propagate to macroscopic shear band [72]. Figure 2.6 highlights 
possible grain-scale microstructural initiation mechanisms for shear bands in single-phase 
homogeneous materials [62]. The first possibility (Fig. 2.6a) suggests that since the distribution of 
grains in metals are of varying sizes such that larger grain exhibits a lower yield stress (σ1) and 
smaller grain possesses higher yield stress (σ2) in agreement with Hall-Petch equation. In this case, 
larger grains will deform at the expense of the smaller grains, hence, becoming an initiation site 
for shear band. The second possibility (Fig. 2.6b) is the tendency for the occurrence of localized 
softening caused by grain rotation. The increase in Schmid factor of a plastically deformed grain 
leads to localized softening that can initiate shear band. Pierce et al. [108] and Anand and Kalidindi 
[109] modelled the mechanism of localization through the cooperative plastic deformation. This 
mechanism, which is the third possibility states that the localized deformation of one grain can 
propagate along a band as depicted in Fig. 2.6c. The fourth mechanism (Fig. 2.6d) was proposed 
by Armstrong and Zerilli [110] and it shows that dislocation pile-up can burst through a grain 
boundary to generate local temperature rise and plastic deformation that has the capacity to initiate 
shear band. In all, it is evident that crystallographic peculiarities play a major role in the initiation 
of shear band.  The ductile failure of materials subjected to ballistics impact, armor penetration 
and explosive loading is initiated mainly by formation of ASBs, yet they are not well understood 
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owing to its complexities as a physical phenomenon than most other failure mode in engineering 
materials. Due to these complexities, numerical simulations have therefore been stated to be the 
most efficient way to study shear band propagation [111]. However, most of the research study on 
the phenomenon of adiabatic shear banding in metallic alloys has focussed on experimental 
investigation of the microstructure evolution leading to ASBs formation.  
 
 
Fig. 2.6. Possible shear-band initiation mechanisms in single-phase homogeneous materials. (a) 
grain-size inhomogeneity, (b) geometrical softening, (c) Peirce–Asaro–Needleman textural 
localization and (d) dislocation pile-up release [62]. 
2.7 Microstructural evolution in ASB 
It is generally believed that microstructural changes in metallic materials subjected to thermo-
mechanical processes (TMP) including high strain rate loading can be attributed to a combined 
effect of strain hardening and thermal softening caused by temperature rise in the deformed 
specimen. This often leads to strain localisation and formation of shear bands. The softening 
mechanisms are suggested to be dynamic recovery, dynamic recrystallization or phase 
transformation [57,66,90,99][112-114]. The dominating mechanism in plastically deformed 
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material is dependent on the amount of temperature rise within the specimen. Recovery, which in 
most cases, leads to a slow and logarithmic decrease of hardness tends to dominate deformation 
process at low temperature, typically between 0.4-0.5 Tm, where Tm is the melting temperature. At 
higher temperatures (above 0.7Tm), recrystallization occur more rapidly without much prior 
recovery. Intermediate temperatures suggests that both mechanisms contribute significantly to 
softening as schematically shown in Fig. 2.7 [114]. 
 
 
Fig. 2.7. Schematic softening kinetics at three temperature range. (Adapted from Ref. [114]). 
2.7.1 Dynamic Recovery (DRV) 
This is a process in which dislocations are rearranged into a more energetically favorable 
configuration. These configuration are usually referred to as subgrain or cell structure which is 
characterized by heavily dislocated boundaries that tends to have similar orientation as the parent 
grains. As strain rate increases, cell size in plastically deformed material decreases while the 
subgrain misorientation increases [115]. Recovery, which occurs during deformation is called 
dynamic recovery (DRV), while that occurring when a previously deformed alloy is exposed to 
elevated temperature is called static recovery (SRV). The mechanism of recovery includes; point 
defects such as vacancies and interstitials annihilate by diffusion to sinks (dislocations). This is 
then followed by mutual dislocation annihilation by attraction of mobile dislocations of opposite 
sign lying on the same slip planes. Dislocation climb and cross is promoted by the increase in 
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temperature during deformation, thereby increasing dislocation mobility. The third stage of the 
recovery mechanism is polygonization which involves the organization of free, random 
dislocations into dislocation walls or sub-boundaries. Finally, sub-boundary walls coalesce as 
subgrain grows. A schematic representation of this recovery mechanism called successive 
dislocation annihilation mechanism is shown in Fig. 2.8. It is expedient to state that recovery only 
affects properties such as hardness and microstructural features like, dislocation density, subgrain 
size and misorientation but the original shape of grains usually remain unchanged [115]. 
 
 
Fig. 2.8. Schematic of successive dislocation annihilation mechanisms. (Adapted from Ref. [114]). 
2.7.2 Recrystallization  
This is a phase-transformation process that takes place in most metallic materials especially when 
deformed at high temperatures, high strain rates or heated after cold working [111]. During the 
process of recrystallization, new grains are formed within the parent matrix. These grains, which 
usually have a different orientation from the original grains, contains sharp-faceted boundaries 
characterized by low dislocation density in its interior [112,115,116]. There has been some 
controversy over the effects of recovery on recrystallization, and it is generally believed that these 
two processes are competing [115]. Recrystallization can occur during deformation [dynamic 
recrystallization (DRX)] or during exposure to elevated temperature after cold work [static 
recrystallization (SRX)] deformation. The SRX occur by a grain migration mechanism while DRX 
is the result of the gradual rotation of subgrains coupled with dislocation annihilation [117]. The 
work of McQueen and Bergerson [118] on the hot deformation of tubular specimen suggests that 
two ways to distinguish DRX from SRX are in their respective grain size and number of annealing 
twins in the grains. Their observation suggests that recrystallized grains are smaller in DRX than 
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in SRX while fewer number of annealing twins was found in the grains of the former than the later. 
It was reported that dynamic recrystallization (DRX) leading to the formation of fine grains in 
ASBs occurs during high strain-rate deformation of metallic alloys [111]. Both rotational dynamic 
recrystallization (RDRX) and progressive subgrain misorientation (PriSM) recrystallization have 
been reported to occur in transformed adiabatic shear bands as they form during high strain-rate 
deformation of metals and alloys. 
2.7.2.1 Rotational Dynamic Recrystallization (RDRX)  
Derby [119] classified dynamic recrystallization mechanisms into migrational and rotational. 
While the former (common in metals) is governed by diffusion and develops by the way of 
nucleation and growth of recrystallized grains, the latter (common in quartz, marble, salt and other 
geological materials) is completed through self-rotation of subgrains [58]. Migrational dynamic 
recrystallization mechanism is ruled out in explaining the fine grain structure observed in ASB 
because the formation time of ASB is extremely short. The RDRX mechanism (Fig. 2.9) which 
involves concurrent plastic deformation was suggested by Nesterenko et al. [117] and the model 
became one of the most accepted mechanisms to explain ultrafine grain structure inside 
transformed ASBs. The first stage of this mechanism (Fig. 2.9a) is the accumulation of random, 
but yet homogenously distributed dislocations which eventually re-arranges to elongated 
dislocation cells  in the second stage (Fig. 2.9b). The elongated dislocation cells become elongated 
subgrains in the third stage (Fig. 2.9c) as deformation continues. With further increase in 
deformation, subgrains break up into equiaxed subgrains due to interfacial energy minimization in 
the fourth stage (Fig. 2.9d). The fifth and final stage involves rotation of the subgrains resulting in 
the evolution of dynamically recrystallized grains (Fig. 2.9e). The results of a study on the 
microstructural evolution in copper during high strain rate deformation by Tang et al. [120] 
indicated elongated ultrafine grains rather than equiaxed ultrafine grains  in the ASBs (Fig. 2.10). 
The mechanism of formation of the elongated ultrafine grains were reported to be similar to the 
rotational dynamic recystallization mechanism proposed by Nesterenko et al. [117]. Tang et al. 
[120] suggested that in addition to the RDRX mechanism presented in Fig. 2.9, where the evolution 
of equiaxed micrograins is the final stage of the recrystalization process, equiaxed grains are re-
elongated due to effective shear deformation as indicated in Fig. 2.10. 
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Fig. 2.9. Microstructural evolution in high-strain-rate deformation of tantalum: (a) uniform 
dislocation distribution; (b) elongated dislocation cells; (c) elongated subgrains; (d) subgrain 
break-up; (e) dynamically recrystallized grains [117].  
 
 
 
Fig. 2.10. DRX mechanism for development of ultrafine elongated grains inside ASB observed in 
copper [120].  
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Formation of ASBs with eutectic lamelar structure in Ti-Fe alloy under quasi-static compressive 
loading was reported by Zhu et al. [99]. The alternating lamellae were reported to be parallel to 
the shear band propagation path. The mechansm of formation the lamelar structure in the ASBs is 
called subgrain rotational (SR) mechanism. This is a revised form of the rotational mechanism and 
it is illustrated in Fig. 2.11. The eutectic colonies in the Ti-Fe ultrafine eutectic sample are depicted 
in Fig. 2.11a where the β-Ti (dark) and FeTi (white) phases are the solid solution and intermettallic 
compound respectively. The FeTi phases are  taken to be the barriers that hinders the motion of 
dislocations in the β-Ti matrix. When plastic deformation occurs, adjacent subgrains rotate to make 
their orientations closer to each other or even identical (Fig. 2.11b). The lamellae between 
subgrains extend along the same direction as a result of the subgrain rotation such that barriers 
presented by the boundaries vanish in sequence. The process provides a larger path for motion of 
dislocation in the β-Ti phase (Fig. 2.11c) leading to formation of ASBs  as a result of  the localized 
dislocation motion [99]. 
 
 
Fig. 2.11. SR mechanism in a Ti-Fe alloys (a) Illustration of the eutectic colony denoting the 
available dislocation motions. [(b) and (c)] Schematic evolution of shear bands: (b) rotation of 
neighboring subgrains leading orientations close to each other and (c) elimination of subgrain 
boundaries forming larger paths for dislocation motion [99]. 
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2.7.2.2 Progressive Subgrain Misorientation (PriSM) Recrystallization  
It has been reported that the existing kinetic models for recrystallization cannot account for the 
formation of recrystallized grains in the time scale and temperature history for ASB formation and 
subsequent cooling. For this reason, Hines et al. [115] using crystal plasticity theory, presented a 
feasible model (Fig. 2.12), called progressive subgrain misorientation (PriSM) Recrystallization. 
It has been reported by these researchers that the subgrain size in a recovered microstructure is 
inversely proportional to the applied stress. Therefore, further increase in strain rate or strain after 
the formation of subgrain tends to decrease its size. This subgrain size decrease does become 
discontinuous on the event that a critical subgrain diameter appears after a given amount of 
deformation. At this stage, the subgrain size is no longer inversely proportional to the strain. In the 
event that continued deformation no longer reduce the subgrain size, the subgrain microstructure 
begins to rotate as a means of accommodating further deformation, resulting in highly misoriented, 
equiaxed grains inside ASBs. On the completion of deformation where deformed specimen began 
to cool down, no additional dislocations are added to the boundaries. The boundaries begin to 
refine by reducing the excess dislocation dipoles through dislocation annihilation by dislocation 
climb. Once there is enough time during cooling for boundary refinement to occur, faceted, high-
angle boundaries will be created, and recrystallized grains will form in the shear band. Hence, the 
mechanism suggests that the recrystallized grains formed in ASBs is the result of rotation of the 
recovered microstructure itself [115].  
 
 
Fig. 2.12. Schematic diagram of PriSM recrystallization inside an ASB from the starting single 
crystal (a), to formation of elongated subgrains (b), to rotation of equiaxed subgrains (c), to high 
angle misorientations between some subgrains (d), The final stage is boundary refinement during 
cooling (e) [115]. 
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2.8 Mechanism of Adiabatic Shear Fracture in Compressed Metallic Materials 
Since the evolution of ASBs serves as a precursor to ductile fracture and catastrophic failure of 
metallic material under dynamic impact load [83,121], the degree of structural damage in the shear 
bands leading to eventual fracture along such bands can be assessed to decipher the mechanism of 
failure [72]. Fracture can be classified as ductile or brittle. While ductile fracture occur almost 
during adiabatic formation when the band is hot and weak, brittle fracture is common in 
transformed bands in steel which occur after the termination of deformation and the quenching of 
the hot band by the adiabatic matrix material to form the hard, brittle, transformed structure.  
Shear bands which are reported to be favored initiation sites for failure, occur typically by 
nucleation, growth and the coalescence of voids inside the thermally softened region. In other 
words, void formation in ASBs in metallic materials are associated with thermal softening and 
preferential melting inside the shear band region [72,122]. Voids formation in the shear band as 
deformation proceeds under the impact loading could be due to the existence of the stress gradient 
between the lower yield strength in ASB region and the higher yield strength in the surrounding 
matrix [68,72]. Other suggested mechanisms for micro-voids nucleation in metals include, 
vacancy accumulation at a high stress region, grain boundary sliding, and void nucleation ahead 
of dislocation pile-ups [93,123,124]. Odeshi and Bassim [93] reported that the dynamic failure of 
AISI 4340 steel under impact loading proceeds in five sequential stages: First the formation of 
micro-voids inside the shear bands occur, followed by the coalescence of these micro-voids 
forming void-clusters. The third stage involves elongation of the microvoids in direction parallel 
to the shear bands followed by initiation of two very fine micro-cracks parallel to the shear bands 
at opposite ends of the void-clusters. The final stage involves lengthwise growth and 
interconnection of adjacent micro-cracks leading to crack growth and propagation along the shear 
bands. Timothy and Hutchings [122] illustrated the possible mechanism for the evolution of void 
and eventual fracture in ASBs as a function of void nucleation sites’ density (Fig. 2.13). In a shear 
band region where nucleation sites are widely separated (Fig. 2.13a), voids will grow without 
coalescing even under the combined effect of tensile and shear stresses in the shear band. There 
exists a critical void separation (Fig. 2.13b) below which coalescence occurs with surface forces 
of the voids as the driving force. In the event that void nuclei are closely spaced (Fig. 2.13c), voids 
will coalesce almost immediately they form, leaving no trace of intermediate ligaments.  
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Fig. 2.13. Schematic illustration of evolution of void and cracking in ASBs, sequence a, b, c 
corresponds to increasing density of void nucleation sites. (Adapted from Ref. [122]).  
2.9 Factors influencing adiabatic shear band formation 
Owing to the fact that ASBs are potential crack initiation sites where eventual catastrophic failure 
will most likely occur in metals under dynamic shock loading, it is of outmost importance to study 
how various microstructural and loading variables affects the formation of adiabatic shear bands. 
These is  being done from the perspective of  both material science and solid mechanics [125].  
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Temperature of samples before impact and the amount of temperature rise within deformed 
specimen plays a major role in ASB formation. Wang [126] reported that a lower initial sample 
temperature leads to earlier occurrence of shear strain localization. However, the temperature rise 
in the shear band that evolve in a shock-loaded specimen can be estimated from the stress-strain 
data as presented in Eq. 2.8 [72].  
𝑇 = 𝑇𝑜 +  
0.9 𝑊𝑝
𝜌 .𝐶𝑣 
                             … 2.8 
where 𝑇𝑜 is the room temperature (or specimen initial temperature); 𝐶𝑣 is the heat capacity, 𝜌 is 
the density and 𝑊𝑝 is the specific work of deformation which can be expressed as: 
𝑊𝑝 =  ∫ 𝜎 .  𝑑𝜀                                            …2.9 
where  and ε are stress and strain respectively. Dynamic recovery or DRX will occur in shear 
band once the temperature inside the ASB rises to about 0.4 - 0.5 𝑇m, where 𝑇m is the melting point 
of the metal [72].  
It has been suggested that that there exist critical strains and strain rates above which shear strain 
localization leading to formation of adiabatic shear bands will occur [72]. The stacking fault energy 
(SFE) of a metallic material is a factor that can make shear band formation easy or difficult [127]. 
Metals having low SFEs show easy susceptibility to ASB formation while shear band formation 
in metals with increasing SFEs shows to be increasingly difficult. In a low SFE metals, shear bands 
in crystals are reported to be accompanied by mechanical twinning while high SFE metals are 
accompanied by slip [128]. Shear band preferentially nucleate and develop within the lamella of 
mechanical twins in the former or within the microstructure of layered dislocation wall that is 
parallel to one of the active slip planes in the latter during deformation. Morii and Nakayama [129], 
in a  study on the effect of θ' precipitates on shear band formation in Al-2%Cu alloy, suggested 
that the presence of lamella structure composed of deformed θ' platelets and aluminum matrix is 
an important factor in shear band formation. In a another study, Yang et al. [100] investigated the 
effects of phase composition on ASB formation in Ti-1300 alloy specimens containing single β 
phase or different contents of α phase in specimens  containing α + β phases. They reported that at 
earlier stage of deformation, specimen with less α phase is more susceptible to adiabatic shear 
localization and cracks. At a later deformation stage, shear bands in specimen containing single β 
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phase propagate faster than specimens consisting of α + β phases. Some other factors that can 
affect the formation of ASB includes, strain rate sensitivity, microstructure [68], specimen 
geometry and dimension, local defects [92,102], and notches [130,131] among others. 
2.10 Texture evolution in metallic alloys under shock loading condition 
Texture describes the crystal distribution and grain orientation in alloys [132]. Due to the strong 
influence of crystallographic texture on deformation behavior of metallic alloys, texture analysis 
of plastically deformed polycrystalline materials has continued to attract the attention of 
researchers [75]. It has been established that metallic materials subjected to high velocity or 
ballistic impacts exhibits microstructural features including ASBs that depend on the initial texture 
of the material before mechanical loading [133,134].  
Using the electron back scattered diffraction (EBSD) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique, 
Gurao et al. [135] studied the evolution of crystallographic texture in polycrystalline copper and 
nickel under quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions. They observed an increase in LAGB (a 
characteristic of heavily deformed metal) and corresponding decrease in HAGB in Cu and Ni under 
quasi-static loading to a strain of 0.85. Reverse was observed to be the case in Cu and Ni samples 
under dynamic shock loading; an observation attributed to the formation of new grains by 
recrystallization. In general, transmission of LAGB formed at early stage of deformation to HAGB 
has been reported to be controlled by dynamic recovery rate (usually accelerated by higher 
temperatures). An increase in HAGB at the expense of LAGB is connected to subdivision of grain 
or development of new grains by recrystallization [135,136]. 
Although it was initially suggested that the strain rate effect on deformation texture is minimal as 
the choice of slip systems in FCC crystals is not sensitive to the strain rate [137], however, 
Bhattacharyya et al. [138] observed a strong dependence of strain rate on crystallographic texture 
of oxygen-free high conductivity (OFHC) copper under both quasi-static and dynamic loading 
conditions. They reported that increasing the strain rate results in an increase in strain hardening 
which in turn influences the crystallographic texture of the alloy. Gurao et al. [137] observed that 
the texture in Cu-10Zn alloy under dynamic impact loading condition become weaker in 
comparison with its specimens under quasi-static loading. The authors attributed the weak texture 
to activity of higher number of slip systems in the alloy under dynamic loading conditions. The 
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results of another study on strain-rate effect on deformation texture in α–Fe under both quasi-static 
and dynamic loading conditions shows no change in texture of specimen deformed below 1.0 strain 
at both loading conditions. On the other hand, texture becomes sharper at stain level above 1.0 
[132].  
Li et al. [139] reported on the role of second phase particles on deformation mechanisms and 
texture of selected Mg-Al-Zn alloys under plane-strain compression at strain rates of 10-2 and 10-
4 s-1. The authors found that high volume fraction of β phase (Mg17Al12) in AZ91 alloy reduced 
activities of twinning and promoted DRX resulting in weak deformation textures at high strain. In 
another study, Xue et al. [75] showed the evolution of misorientation gradients in grains near shear 
bands in both hot-rolled (as-received) and pre-shocked 304 steels. They concluded that the 
characteristics of localized deformation was dependent on the initial condition; the as-received 
(hot rolled) steel exhibits larger misorientation gradient than the pre-shocked steel near the shear 
band. Texture analysis on the 304 steel after dynamic shock loading conditions revealed that there 
was reorientation of grains with <110> in path towards the shear direction and {111} plane 
aligning with the shear plane near the shear band. The work of Paul et al. [140] suggested that 
crystal lattice rotates to the point where {111} slip planes becomes nearly parallel to the maximum 
shear direction in an FCC metal (Al-0.23%wt.Zr) under low rate of deformation. They observed 
that the continuity of slip direction is responsible for shear bands occurring across grain 
boundaries. Gurao et al. [141] identified the presence of fine micron-sized grains with <100> 
texture inside shear band that developed in impacted AA 2099-T8 aluminum alloy.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Materials 
The investigated 2000 series aluminum alloys were rolled AA 2017, 2024 and 2624 alloys. They 
were received in the naturally-aged condition; AA 2017-T451, AA 2024-T351 and AA 2624-
T351. Table 3.1 provides the elemental composition range for the AA 2017 and AA 2024 alloys 
as obtained from ASM material data book [143] and the composition of AA 2624 as supplied by 
the manufacturer, Alcoa Canada. Inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) 
analysis was conducted to ascertain the chemical composition of the investigated alloys (Table 
3.2). As at the time of this analysis which was conducted in room 211, Department of Geological 
Sciences Building, University of Saskatchewan, there was no standard reference for quantifying 
Si. The result of ICP-MS in Table 3.2 shows to be in agreement with the published and supplied 
data for the investigated alloys (Table 3.1). The heat treatment procedure commonly used in 
generating the as-received T351 and T451 temper conditions in the aluminum alloys are 
summarized in Table 3.3 [142].  
Table 3.1. Chemical composition of the investigated AA 2000 aluminum alloys (wt. %). 
 Al Cu Mg Mn Fe Si Zn Ti Cr Others 
AA 2017 [143] 
Bal 3.5-
4.5 
0.4-
0.8 
0.4-
1.0 
≤0.7 0.2-
0.8 
≤0.25 ≤0.15 ≤0.10 ≤0.15 
AA 2024 [143] 
Bal 3.8-
4.9 
1.2-
1.8 
0.3-
0.9 
≤0.5 ≤0.5 ≤0.25 ≤0.15 ≤0.10 ≤0.15 
AA 2624 
(Alcoa) 
Bal 4.1 1.4 0.6 - - - - - - 
 
Table 3.2. ICP-MS result of the investigated aluminum alloys (wt. %). 
 Al Cu Mg Mn Fe Zn Ti Cr Si + Others 
AA 2017 90.57 3.39 0.57 0.58 0.19 0.14 0.01 0.03 4.50 
AA 2024 91.26 3.90 1.34 0.60 0.22 0.01 0.02 0.02 2.62 
AA 2624 93.79 3.44 1.24 0.53 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.92 
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Table 3.3. Temper designation of the selected aluminum alloys [142]. 
Temper 
designation 
Heat treatment procedure Product forms 
T351 
 
Solution heat treatment followed by a stress relief by 
stretching to about 1-3% for rod/bar or 1.5-3% for plate 
before naturally aged 
Plate; rolled or cold 
finished bar 
T451 
 
Solution heat treatment followed by a stress relief by 
stretching to about 1-3% before naturally aged 
Rolled or cold 
finished rod and bar 
 
It can be observed from Table 3.1 that AA 2017 aluminum alloy is an alloy with Cu:Mg ratio of 
approximately 6.7 while the ratio for both AA 2024 and AA 2624 alloys is about 2.9. AA 2017 
alloy can be regarded as an Al-Cu alloy due to its low Mg content. AA 2024 and AA 2624 alloys 
contain higher amount of Mg than AA 2017 and are Al-Cu-Mg alloys. The as-received alloys were 
machined into cylindrical test specimens with diameter of 9.5 mm and length of 10.5 mm. The 
axes of the cylindrical test specimens are parallel to the rolling direction (RD) as schematically 
shown in Fig. 3.1. 
 
 
Fig. 3.1. Schematic of cylindrical test specimens showing (a) dimension and (b & c) cutting 
direction.  
3.2 Heat treatment procedure 
Some of the machined specimens of the selected aluminum alloys were further heat treated to 
obtain T651 and O temper. Annealing heat treatment for the three alloys involves the heating of 
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specimens to 413oC, soaking for 3 hours followed by a two-step cooling process. The first step 
involves slow cooling at 30oC per hour to 260oC followed by air cooling from this temperature to 
room temperature. The as-received AA 2017-T451 and AA 2624-T351 were artificially aged at 
100C for 10 hours and air-cooled to obtain T651 temper. The AA 2024-T351 alloy was artificially 
aged at 191C for 10 hours and air-cooled to obtain T651 temper. The heat treatment temperature 
was based on the standard heat treatment procedure for the alloys in the literature. The heat 
treatment processes were carried out using the Thermo Scientific Lindberg Blue M furnace located 
in the material science lab, Engineering Building, University of Saskatchewan, Canada.  
3.3 Mechanical test 
3.3.1 Hardness test  
In order to observe the effect of temper condition on the hardness of the three aluminum alloys, 
microhardness tests were carried out using Mitutoyo Micro Vickers hardness testing machine 
MVK-H1. The specimens were subjected to a load of 200 gf for 10 seconds. The test was repeated 
nine more times in a sample. Common errors such as indenting too close to the edge of test samples 
and/or indenting too close to previous indents were avoided. Therefore, the average values of ten 
(10) hardness measurements are reported for each specimen in this study. 
3.3.2 Dynamic Impact test 
The dynamic impact test was conducted on the cylindrical specimens of the alloys using split 
Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB). A schematic illustration of the SHPB system is presented in Fig. 
3.2. It consists of an incident bar and a transmitter bar. The tests specimens were sandwiched 
between the two bars while a 2.04 kg blunt projectile was fired by a light gun to impact the incident 
bar at momentum varying between 30 and 48 kg.m/s to create elastic waves which travelled 
through the incident bar to rapidly deform the test specimens at strain rates in excess of 2000 s-1. 
The projectile, incident and transmitted bars are made of maraging steel (Mar 300). The equipment 
was designed and constructed by the College of Engineering machine shop at the University of 
Saskatchewan. The standard operating procedure (SOP) of the SHPB, which was developed in the 
course of this research is presented in Appendix A. Elastic wave data captured by strain gages 
attached to incident and transmitter bar were used in generating stress, strain and strain rate data 
(details are provided in Appendix B) using the Eqs. 3.1 to 3.3 [144]. The high strain-rate 
compression tests were conducted at room temperature although considerable increase in 
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temperature occurred in the specimens as impacted specimens became so hot after impact that they 
could not be touched with bare hand. This test was conducted two more times on different samples 
under same condition to ensure repeatability of test. 
𝜎 = (𝐴𝐵/𝐴𝑆) 𝐸𝐵𝜀𝑇             … 3.1 
𝜀 = −2 (
𝐶𝐵
𝐿𝑆
) ∫ 𝜀𝑅
𝑡
0
𝑑𝑡             … 3.2 
ἑ =  −2 (
CB
𝐿𝑆
) 𝜀𝑅              … 3.3 
where AB and AS are cross-sectional areas of the bars (incident and transmitter) and specimen 
respectively; 𝜀𝑇 and 𝜀𝑅 are transmitted and reflected strain pulses respectively; CB, EB, LS and t are 
respectively the speed of elastic waves in the bar, elastic modulus of the bar material, initial length 
of specimen and time. The velocity of elastic waves in the bar, CB can be calculated using Eq. 3.4. 
𝐶𝐵 = √𝐸𝐵/𝜌             … 3.4 
where elastic modulus (EB) for maraging steel is given as 180 GPa and density (ρ) is given as 7960 
kg m-3. CB, when calculated, was approximately 4750 m s
-1. Alternatively, CB can be determined 
experimentally by striking the incident bar in contact with transmitted bar with no specimen in 
between them using Eq. 3.5 [144].   
𝐶𝐵 = 2𝑙/∆𝑡             … 3.5 
where l is the distance from the strain gage location to the specimen end of the incident bar; and 
∆𝑡 is the time interval between the incident and reflected pulses when subjected to the impact by 
the striker. 
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Fig. 3.2. Schematic of split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB).  
3.3.3 Quasi-static compression test  
For a better comparative study of the mechanical behaviour of the aluminum alloys of interest, 
specimens of the alloys were also tested under quasi-static loading condition using an Instron 
R5500 mechanical testing machine. The specimens were subjected to compressive loading using 
a cross speed of 2 mm/min to a maximum load of 100 kN. This cross speed generated a strain rate 
of 3.2 x 10-3 /s in the specimens. A repeatability test was conducted under same condition. All the 
compression tests were carried out at room temperature. 
3.4 Microstructural evaluation 
Microstructural evaluation of the alloy specimens before and after mechanical loading was 
preceded with metallographic sample preparation, which begins with cold-mounting of specimens 
using acrylic resin (a mixture of VersoCit-2 powder and liquid in ratio 2:1) in a LECOMAT® 
pressure vessel. This was followed by pre-grinding, fine grinding and polishing (diamond and 
oxide) of the compression plane of the specimens to obtain a mirror-like surface finish. The 320 
and 800 grade SiC emery papers were used for the pre-grinding stage while 9 µm MD-Largo cloth 
with 9 µm MD-Largo suspension were used for fine grinding Diamond polishing was done using 
3 µm MD-Mol with 3 µm MD-Mol suspension and 1 µm MD-Nap clothes with 1 µm MD-Nap 
suspension. For active oxide polishing, 0.04 µm OPS cloth with 0.04 µm OPS suspension were 
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used. For EBSD measurements, all steps mentioned above were followed except that 0.04 µm OPS 
oxide polishing was replaced with a 24 hour colloidal silica suspension polishing using 
VibroMet™ 2 Vibratory Polisher in order to create a strain free surface.  
3.4.1 Optical and Scanning Electron Microscopy 
After obtaining a mirror-like surface finish, etching was done using a solution consisting of 25 ml 
methanol, 25 ml HNO3, 25 ml HCl and 1drop of HF. The optimum etching time for each alloy 
depended of the temper condition as presented in Table 3.4. A longer etching time resulted in 
chemical burning of the polished surface. Microstructural investigation of the specimens was 
conducted using Nikon MA100 inverted metallographical microscope with Pax-it! image analysis 
software and JEOL-JSM-6010LV scanning electron microscope using secondary electron imaging 
and accelerated voltage ranging between 15 and 20 kV.  
Table 3.4. Etching time used for the investigated aluminum alloys. 
Alloy AA 2017 AA 2024 AA2624 
Temper 
condition 
T451 T651 O T351 T651 O T351 T651 O 
Etching 
Time (s) 
50 50 10-15 50 10-15 5 50 50 5 
 
 
3.4.2 Electron Backscattered Diffractometry (EBSD) and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy 
(EDS) 
EBSD measurements were performed on both un-deformed and shock loaded samples of the as 
received alloys using a SU 6600 Hitachi field emission scanning electron microscope coupled with 
an Oxford Instruments Nordlys Nano EBSD detector. AZTEC 2.0 data acquisition software was 
used to acquire the electron diffraction patterns with a binning of 4 × 4 pixels. Six bands for pattern 
recognition followed by high acquisition rates (20 frames) were used. The data acquisition 
software indexes the diffraction patterns to assess the crystallographic orientation at each and every 
point in the selected region of the scan. A typical step size of 2.05 μm was used for obtaining large 
area (1030 μm x 674 μm) scans for the as-received specimens and 1.63 μm was used for obtaining 
(844 μm x 539 μm) area scans on the deformed specimens. The conditions of beam and the video 
were kept identical for the as-received and deformed specimens. The EBSD raw data were further 
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analyzed using the Oxford Instruments Channel 5 post processing software. This software defines 
the grains orientation and grain boundaries misorientation. Grain boundaries (GB) were defined 
as continuous regions of misorientation (misorientation angle >5°). In the present analysis, GBs 
with a misorientation angle (θ) < 10°  are considered as LAGB, 10 < θ < 15° as medium angle 
grain boundaries (MAGBs) and θ> 15° as high angle grain boundaries (HAGB). Average grain 
size was measured as the average of the diameter of all the grains in the map.  
The grain size diameter was obtained from the grain area assuming the “equivalent circle 
diameter”, which is the diameter of a circle that has the same area. The size of a grain was obtained 
from the number of data points in the grain multiplied by their pixel size. Average misorientation 
represented the average misorientation of each measurement point with respect to all eight (as in 
a square grid) neighbors (kernel); provided that any of these neighbors’ misorientation does not 
exceed 5 deg. In this study, mean angular deviation (MAD) was used as statistical measure of 
accuracy for the automated indexing. Measurement points below 1.5 degrees are considered as a 
good fit. EDS measurement was conducted using the same SU 6600 Hitachi field emission 
scanning electron microscope used for EBSD but with an EDS detector. In terms of test conditions, 
the accelerating voltage used was 15 keV and dead time required to process x-ray pulses was set 
to be more than 40 but less than 60 %.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RESULTS AND DICUSSION 
The results obtained from experimental investigations are presented and discussed in this chapter. 
It contained five subsections, first of which focussed on the microstructural evolution in the 
investigated AA 2017, AA 2024 and AA 2624 aluminum alloys before mechanical loading. The 
second and third subsections contain research findings on the mechanical response of these alloys 
to quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions respectively. The fourth focusses on the 
microstructural evolution in the aluminum alloys during quasi-static and dynamic loading. The 
fourth section dealt with shear bands’ characterization in the impacted specimens. The results of 
texture measurements in rolled AA 2017-T451 rod and rolled AA 2624-T351 plate before and 
after dynamic shock loading are presented in the fifth subsection. 
4.1 Microstructure of the as-received alloys before mechanical loading 
Optical micrographs taken from a plane perpendicular to rolling direction of the as-received alloys 
are presented in Fig 4.1. The grain boundaries of the AA 2017 alloy could not be observed under 
the optical microscope (Fig. 4.1a). These might be due to the difficulty of the etchant in 
preferentially attacking the grain boundaries within the optimum etching time. Equiaxed grain 
structure was observed in the optical micrographs of the AA 2024 alloy (Fig. 4.1b) while AA 2624 
alloy consist of elongated grains (Fig. 4.1c). The micrographs revealed the influence of prior 
mechanical processes (rolling) on the grain structure. The equiaxed grain structures in the AA 
2024 alloy is attributed to the fact that it was rolled as a rod with constraint at the circumference 
during rolling. Two sides of the AA 2624 plate are unconstrained during rolling leading to the 
observed elongated structure on the plane perpendicular to the rolling direction.  
The microstructures consist of aluminum phase and second phase particles of varying geometry 
and sizes (Fig. 4.1). In this thesis, the second phase particles will be referred to as SP particles or 
simply ‘particles’. The second phase particles in the microstructures presented in Fig. 4.1 can be 
deleterious to mechanical properties because of the possibility of them acting as sources of micro-
crack initiation and growth, more so that their strength contributions to the yield strength of the 
alloys are not substantial [24]. The morphology (from SEM micrographs) and the compositional 
analysis using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy of the second phase particles observed in the 
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investigated alloys are highlighted in the next subsections and summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
The ultrafine precipitates that form in the alloys during precipitation heat treatment are highlighted 
in section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. They have sizes in the nano range and cannot be resolved under OM 
and SEM. Only high resolution transmission electron microscope can be used to resolve and 
investigate these fine precipitates which contribute largely to high strength of precipitation-
hardened aluminum alloys.  
 
 
Fig. 4.1. Optical micrographs of as received (a) AA 2017-T451, (b) AA 2024-T351 & (c) AA 
2624-T351 showing grain and particle morphology. 
4.1.1 Morphology of second phase particles in AA 2017 
Optical and SEM micrographs of the AA 2017 samples in T451, T651 and O temper conditions 
before mechanical loading are presented in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3. The microstructures consist of 
dispersed second phase particles embedded in a continuous aluminum phase. AA 2017 is an Al-
Cu alloy containing lower amount of magnesium addition as shown in Table 3.1. In Al-Cu alloys, 
aluminum combines with copper to form Al2Cu precipitates with GP, 𝜃′′, 𝜃′ and 𝜃 as possible 
phases depending on the temper condition. The presence of Mg, though in small amount, could 
result in the formation of Al2CuMg (𝑆) phase which can co-exist with the Al2Cu (𝜃). In the present 
study, the as-received AA 2017-T451 shows clustering of irregularly shaped SP particles in the 
microstructure (Fig. 4.2a). SEM micrographs at higher magnification (Fig. 4.3a) revealed that 
these SP particles are made up of clusters of pyramidal-shaped particles. Clustering of SP particles 
was observed to be less in AA 2017 alloy in both T651 (Fig. 4.2b) and O (Fig. 4.2c) temper condit- 
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Fig. 4.2. Optical micrographs showing the distribution of second phase particles in the (a) AA 
2017-T451, (b) AA 2017-T651 and (c) AA 2017-O alloy before mechanical loading.  
 
 
Fig. 4.3. SEM micrographs showing the distribution of second phase particles in the (a) AA 2017-
T451, (b) AA 2017-T651 and (c) AA 2017-O alloy before mechanical loading.   
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ions, though further coalescing and growth of SP particles attributed to higher Si content in AA 
2017 [145] was observed in the annealed alloy. SEM micrographs showed that the irregular-shaped 
SP particles in AA 2017-T651 contains rod like sub-particles (Fig. 4.3b), while needle-shaped 
particles were observed within the second phase structure of the AA 2017-O alloy (Fig. 4.3c). 
The results of chemical analysis of the SP particles in the alloys using EDS are summarized in 
Table 4.2. Among all temper samples, SP particles in the annealed sample have the highest 
concentration of aluminum but lower contents of alloying elements than the particles in age-
hardened AA 2017 alloy. The decrease in concentration of aluminum in the continuous α- 
aluminum during annealing of AA 2017-T451 specimens suggests migration of aluminum atoms 
from the continuous α-aluminum phase to the SP particles. EDS analyses of the second phase 
particles in an artificially-aged AA 2017 alloy in a previous study also showed the presence of iron 
rich precipitates such as Al3Fe or Al12(Fe,Mn)3Si in addition to Al2Cu () and Al2CuMg (S) 
equilibrium phases [146]. Annealing of the as-received AA 2017-T451 also resulted in a decrease 
in the Cu content of the SP particles in the current investigation. EDS maps (Fig. 4.4) showing the 
major alloying elements (indicated by unique color) in the second phase particles of AA 2017 alloy 
for all investigated temper conditions are presented in Fig. 4.4. Mg content, though expected, is 
low in the SP particles in all temper conditions while other alloying elements such as Mn, Fe and 
Si are of brighter color field in the naturally-aged sample and tends to become dimmer in 
artificially-aged and annealed conditions in this order. Therefore, the higher concentration of 
strength-improving-element (Cu) and other alloying elements in the SP particles of the T451 and 
T651 imply that the SP particles of these temper conditions could have higher strength than 
particles in the annealed specimens. Quantitative analyses of the microstructures of the alloy show 
that the average volume fraction of SP particles in AA 2017-T451, AA 2017-T651 and AA 2017-
O are about 0.11, 0.13 and 0.39 respectively. Higher fraction of SP particles in AA 2017-O 
specimen is an indication of particle growth at the expense of the continuous α-Al matrix during 
annealing as confirmed in the micrographs (Fig. 4.3c). 
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Fig. 4.4. EDS maps of the major alloying elements in the second phase particles of AA 2017 
aluminum alloy in naturally-aged, artificially-aged and annealed conditions.   
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4.1.2 Morphology of second phase particles in AA 2024 
Typical microstructures of the AA 2024 alloy in T351, T651 and O temper conditions before 
mechanical loading are presented in Figs 4.5 and 4.6. AA 2024 is an Al-Cu-Mg alloy containing 
higher amount of magnesium addition than the AA 2017 alloy (Table 3.1). Similar to what is 
obtainable in Al-Cu alloys, aluminum combines with major alloying elements (Cu and Mg) in Al-
Cu-Mg alloys to form Al2CuMg phases with GPB, 𝑆′′, 𝑆′ and 𝑆 as possible precipitates depending 
on the temper condition. The optical micrograph of AA 2024 in the natural aging condition (Fig. 
4.5a) composed of irregularly shaped second phase particles without clustering. SEM micrographs 
at higher magnification (Fig. 4.6a) revealed that the SP particles are made up of irregularly-shaped 
sub-particles. Clustering of SP particles was also not observed in the microstructure of AA 2024 
in both T651 (Fig. 4.5b) and O (Fig. 4.5c) temper conditions. Unlike AA 2017 alloy, in which 
coalescing and growth of SP particles was observed in the annealed specimens, minimal growth 
with no coalescing of SP particles was observed in the AA 2024-O specimen. Si content in 
aluminum alloys accelerate the coarsening of SP particles [145]; its lower content in AA 2024-O 
could be responsible for the suppressed particle coarsening and coalescence. 
While SP particles in AA 2024-T651 are comprised of spherical sub-particles (Fig. 4.6b), AA 
2024-O (Fig. 4.6c) are comprised of spherical/needle-like sub-particles. Unlike in the case of the 
AA 2017 alloy, the EDS maps of AA 2024 alloy (Fig. 4.7) indicates low Mg content (dark color) 
in the SP particles of T351 temper sample and its content become higher (brighter color) in the 
T651 and O temper. On the other hand, other alloying elements in the particle such as Mn, Fe and 
Si are of brighter color in the naturally-aged sample which becomes dimmer in artificially-aged 
and annealed conditions suggesting that particles in T651 and O temper specimen are Mg-rich.  
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Fig. 4.5. Optical micrographs showing the distribution of second phase particles in the (a) AA 
2024-T351, (b) AA 2024-T651 and (c) AA 2024-O alloy before mechanical loading.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4.6. SEM micrographs showing the distribution of second phase particles in the (a) AA 2024-
T351, (b) AA 2024-T651 and (c) AA 2024-O alloy before mechanical loading.  
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Fig. 4.7. EDS maps of the major alloying elements in the second phase particles of AA 2024 
aluminum alloy in naturally-aged, artificially-aged and annealed conditions.   
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One notable difference between the AA 2017 and AA 2024 alloys is that SP particles in AA 2024 
have lower concentration of alloying elements with little or no Mn. EDS analyses indicated  a 
decrease in concentration of Al in the matrix of AA 2024 from T351, T651 and O in that order 
(Table 4.2). This also suggests diffusion of Al from matrix into the SP particles during annealing 
and artificial aging of the received AA 2024 alloy. The concentration of Cu in the T351 SP particle 
is observed to be more than that of Al by 45 % whereas the concentration of Cu dropped by 81, 98 
and 90 % in the T651, O (sphere) and O (needle) SP particles respectively. Quantitative analysis 
of these microstructures shows that the average volume fraction of SP particles in AA 2024-T351, 
AA 2024-T651 and AA 2024-O are about 0.13, 0.16 and 0.18 respectively. This confirms the 
minimal coarsening of SP observed in AA 2024-O sample in comparison with the AA 2017 as 
shown in Fig. 4.6c. 
4.1.3 Morphology of second phase particles in AA 2624 
The microstructure of the AA 2624 alloy in various temper conditions showing particle 
morphology are presented in Figs 4.8 and 4.9. Like the AA 2024, AA 2624 alloy is also an Al-Cu-
Mg alloy containing substantial Mg content (Table 3.1). The optical micrograph of AA 2624-T351 
alloy shows second phase particles which align to form a kind of lamella arrangement (Fig. 4.8a). 
A combination of SEM analysis (Fig. 4.9a) and EDS maps (Fig. 4.10) reveal that these second 
phase (SP) particles are made up of dark-small and white spherically-shaped particles with Cu and 
Mg as the major alloying elements (Table 4.2). In the T651 temper, the SP particles were observed 
to coalesce (Fig. 4.8b, 4.9b & 4.10) while the AA 2624 alloy in annealed condition shows 
clustering of needle-like particles which are dispersedly distributed on the compression plane (Fig. 
4.8c, 4.9c & 4.10).  
The EDS maps (Fig. 4.10) indicates lower Mg content (dark color) in the SP particles of T351 and 
T651 specimens and its content had become higher (brighter color) in the annealed specimen. The 
concentration of other alloying elements such as Mn, Fe and Si are low (dark color field) in all 
temper supporting earlier observation of stricter limit on impurity level in AA 2624 alloy. 
Generally, SP particles in AA 2624 are composed of same elements (Al, Cu and Mg) in all temper 
conditions, but variation exists in their atomic ratios. Among the alloys, AA 2624 has the least 
number of elements that make up their SP with no Mn. The Cu and Mg ratios in the dark-small 
and white spherically-shaped particles are the same in both naturally and artificially aged AA 2624  
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Fig. 4.8. Optical micrographs showing the distribution of second phase particles in the (a) AA 
2024-T351, (b) AA 2624-T651 and (c) AA 2624-O alloy before mechanical loading. 
 
 
Fig. 4.9. SEM micrographs showing the distribution of second phase particles in the (a) AA 2624-
T351, (b) AA 2624-T651 and (c) AA 2624-O alloy before mechanical loading. 
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Fig. 4.10. EDS maps of the major alloying elements in the second phase particles of AA 2624 
aluminum alloy in naturally-aged, artificially-aged and annealed conditions.   
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samples while EDS analyses indicate that only Al atoms diffused into the particles during artificial 
aging of the T351specimens. The concentration of Al in the matrix of AA 2624 in T351, T651 and 
O temper condition are approximately the same (about 85%). This suggests that the diffusion of 
Al from the matrix to the SP observed in AA 2017 and AA 2024 during artificial aging and 
annealing of their as-received naturally-aged samples was suppressed in the AA 2624 alloy. In the 
three temper conditions, atomic percent of Cu in the particles are more than those observed in the 
continuous α-aluminum phase.  Quantitative analysis of the microstructures shows that the average 
volume fraction of SP in AA 2624-T351, AA 2624-T651 and AA 2624-O are about 0.10, 0.13 and 
0.12 respectively. This indicates minimal growth of SP observed in AA 2624 alloy during artificial 
aging or annealing processes. 
A unique characteristic feature observed in the microstructure of rolled age-hardened (T351 and 
T651) AA 2624 aluminum alloy is the presence of network of subgrain boundaries which are 
resolvable under OM and SEM (Fig. 4.11). The network of grain boundaries appear to be confined 
within an individual grain (grain-scale); resulting into subgrains. Cracking were observed within 
grain exhibiting this microstructural feature which are widely dispersed in the alloy. It is speculated 
that the subgrain feature could be a result of concentrated plastic strain in the specific grains during 
the mechanical processing (rolling) of the as-received alloy. None of the grain-scale feature was 
observed in the annealed specimens suggesting a possibility of coalescence of the subgrains back 
to single grain during annealing. Rostova and Zakharov [103] had also observed localized plastic 
strain in cold rolled Al-Li alloy which they attributed to the operation method (rolling) and large 
amount of dispersed particles [δ’(Al3Li) and Al3Sc] present in the alloy.  
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Fig. 4.11. (a) Optical and (b, c & d) scanning electron micrographs showing sub-grain structure in 
the test specimens before mechanical loading in AA 2624-T351 and AA 2624-T651 aluminum 
alloy. The GB web is absent in AA 2624-O aluminum alloy sample. 
Table 4.1. Summary of particle morphology. 
Alloy Grain shape 
Particle shape 
(Overview) 
Constituent particle 
shape 
Volume 
fraction of 
particles 
AA 2017-T451 Equiaxed 
Irregularly-
shaped cluster 
Pyramidal 0.11 
AA 2017-T651 Equiaxed Irregular Rod-like 0.13 
AA 2017-O Equiaxed Irregular Needle-like 0.39 
AA 2024-T351 Equiaxed Irregular Irregular 0.13 
AA 2024-T651 Equiaxed Circular Spherical 0.16 
AA 2024-O Equiaxed Irregular Spherical/ Needle-like 0.18 
AA 2624-T351 Elongated Lamella  Spherical  0.10 
AA 2624-T651 Elongated Lamella coalesce Spherical 0.13 
AA 2024-O Elongated Clustering Needle/Rod-like 0.12 
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Table 4.2. Chemical analysis of second phase particles identified by EDS analysis in the selected 
aluminum alloys. 
Alloy Temper  Atomic percent 
   Al Cu Mg Mn Fe Si 
AA 
2017 
Natural 
(T451) 
Matrix 83.6 1.9 0.6 0.2 0.0 0.1 
Particles 53.7 6.1 0.1 3.3 5.8 5.4 
Artificial 
(T651) 
Matrix 83.6 1.9 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.3 
Particles 37.9 8.9 0.2 1.9 3.0 2.0 
Annealed (O) 
Matrix 72.1 1.7 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.2 
Particles 74.7 1.8 0.2 1.3 0.2 0.2 
AA 
2024 
Natural 
(T351) 
Matrix 94.3 2.1 1.6 0.5 0.1 0.1 
Particles 24.9 45.4 0.7 0.5 1.3 0.4 
Artificial 
(T651) 
Matrix 86.0 2.0 1.4 0.3 0.0 0.1 
Particles 36.4 8.7 4.4 0.2 0.1 0.2 
Annealed (O) 
Matrix 84.8 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.0 
Particles (sphere) 34.5 0.7 2.8 0.3 0.1 0.1 
 
Particles (needle) 37.0 4.7 3.5 0.7 0.1 0.2 
AA 
2624 
Natural 
(T351) 
Matrix 85.3 1.8 1.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 
Particles* 71.5 3.2 1.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 
Particles+ 31.7 2.9 0.6 0.3 0.0 0.0 
Artificial 
(T651) 
Matrix 84.4 1.9 1.4 0.3 0.1 0.0 
Particles* 79.2 2.6 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Particles+  28.1 2.2 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.1 
Annealed (O) 
Matrix 85.0 1.6 1.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 
Particles 71.6 4.4 2.9 0.5 0.0 0.0 
*Dark-smaller spherical particles  +White spherical particles 
4.2 Quasi-static Mechanical Test 
4.2.1 Hardness test 
Fig. 4.12 presents a comparison of the hardness of the alloys in the three investigated tempers. For 
the AA 2017 alloy in T451 (as-received), T651 and O temper, the hardness values are 131, 114 
and 54 HV respectively. Artificial aging and annealing of the T451 samples resulted in about 13 
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% and 59 % decrease in hardness respectively. It is evident from these hardness measurements that 
the optimum aging condition for the alloy was already attained by natural aging. Similarly, the 
average values of the AA 2024 alloy in T351 (as-received condition), T651, and O temper 
conditions are 126, 138 and 59 HV respectively. Unlike the AA 2017 alloy, the hardness value of 
as received AA 2024-T351 increased by 10 % after the artificial aging while the hardness of AA 
2024-T351 samples decreased by 53 % on annealing. Therefore, in contrast to the observation in 
AA 2017 alloy, it can be concluded that the optimum aging condition for the alloy was not attained 
by natural aging since the hardness value of artificially-aged sample was higher. Parel et al. [147] 
had shown an increase in the hardness of AA 2024 alloy when artificially aged below 200oC. At 
this aging temperature, the authors attributed increased hardness to the non-existence of S phase 
coarsening and dissolution. For AA 2624 alloys, the hardness of the AA 2624-T351 (135 HV) 
remain virtually unchanged when artificially aged to T651 temper. Like AA 2017 and AA 2024 
alloys, the hardness of the as received naturally aged AA 2624 decreased by 59 % when annealed. 
On the comparison of the hardness of the three alloys when sort by temper conditions, AA 2624 
(135 HV) has the highest hardness value in the naturally-aged condition while both AA 2024 and 
AA 2624 shows higher hardness values than AA 2017 in the artificially-aged condition. In the 
annealed condition, though the hardness values of all the alloys were comparable, AA 2024 was 
highest.  
The changes in the hardness value with temper conditions are attributed to the changes in the 
orientation and morphology of strength contributing precipitates or particles in the microstructure 
developed in each corresponding temper conditions [148]. Therefore, the higher hardness of the 
alloys in age-hardened conditions (T351/T451 and T651) is as a result of the presence of 
coherent/semi-coherent precipitates. In the as-received naturally-aged condition, while AA 2017 
alloy can be speculated to be strengthened by coherent GP/GPB zones (due to presence of low 
amount of Mg) and/or 𝜃′′/ 𝑆′′ phases, AA 2024 and AA 2624 are strengthened predominantly by 
GPB zones and/or 𝑆′′ phase [7,25,37]. Similarly, in artificially-aged condition, AA 2017 alloy can 
be speculated to be strengthened by coherent 𝜃′′/ 𝑆′′ and/or semi-coherent 𝜃′/ 𝑆′ phases while AA 
2024 and AA 2624 are strengthened by coherent 𝑆′′ and/or semi-coherent 𝑆′. The low hardness 
value in annealed samples could also be attributed to the presence of incoherent equilibrium 
precipitates (𝜃  and 𝑆) with longer mean free path between them [1] and noodle-like particles with 
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higher atomic percent of Al compared to other particles in natural and artificial aging conditions 
in all the three alloys. While AA 2017-O alloy can be speculated to comprise of incoherent 
equilibrium 𝜃 / 𝑆 phases, AA 2024-O and AA 2624-O are comprised of incoherent 𝑆 phase [27].  
 
Fig. 4.12. Vickers hardness of the AA 2017, AA 2024 and AA 2624 aluminum alloy specimens in 
naturally-aged, artificially-aged and annealed condition. 
4.2.2 Quasi-static compression test 
The typical stress-strain curves obtained from quasi-static compressive loading of the investigated 
alloys up to the maximum applied load of 100 kN at a strain rate of 3.2 x 10-3 /s are presented in 
Figs. 4.13 to 4.15. The summary of mechanical properties of the alloys under quasi-static loading 
are presented in Table 4.3, which also include result of microstructural investigation indicating the 
occurrence of ASB.  
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Table 4.3. Mechanical properties and microstructural observations of the investigated alloys under 
quasi-static loading. 
Alloy Temper 
Yield stress 
(0.2%) 
Engineering 
Strain 
ASB 
AA 2017 
T451 360 0.65 DB 
T651 340 0.64 DB 
O 120 0.78 DB 
AA 2024 
T351 440 0.64 Somewhat TB 
T651 570 0.66 Slight DB 
O 130 0.78 DB 
AA 2624 
T351 435 0.63 Absent 
T651 440 0.62 DB 
O 125 0.78 DB 
 
AA 2017 alloy 
For AA 2017 alloy in T451, T651 and O temper (Fig. 4.13), the yield stresses were determined to 
be 360, 340 and 120 MPa respectively. The total engineering strains developed were determined 
to be similar for T451 and T651, but slightly higher for O temper. The decrease in yield stress of 
AA 2017-T451 after artificial aging suggest that the alloy was already in peak aged condition and 
artificial aging resulted in over-aging due to loss of coherency of the precipitates. Loss of 
coherency will normally translate to reduced resistance to slip since the strengthening effect of 
dislocation looping around incoherent precipitates is less than that of dislocation cutting through 
coherent precipitates [31]. Coarsening of precipitates by Ostwald ripening can occur, leading to 
increase in the distance between precipitates. The shear stress required for dislocation to loop 
around incoherent precipitates is indirectly proportional to the distance between them [31]. The 
yield strength of the annealed is very low due to dissolution of strengthening precipitates at the 
annealing temperature and coarsening of equilibrium precipitates, which are less effective barriers 
to the motion of dislocations (slip). This is in agreement with the particle coarsening observed in 
the SEM micrographs of AA 2017-O specimen (Fig. 4.3c). The quasi-static stress-strain curve of 
the T651 specimen, which is slightly below that of the T451 specimen at the on-set of plastic 
deformation overlap one another when the strain exceeds 0.5. This suggests that strain hardening 
maybe more pronounced in the artificially aged sample at high strain thereby eliminating of the 
effect of the lower yield strength of the artificially aged specimens. This explains the reason why 
there is no difference in the engineering strain of the artificially and naturally-aged specimens 
despite the noticeable difference in their yield strengths.  
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Fig. 4.13. (a) Engineering stress-strain curves and (b) strain hardening rate-strain curve of AA 
2017-T451, AA 2017-T651 and AA 2017-O aluminum alloy under quasi-static compressive 
loading. 
 
The strain hardening curves for the AA 2017 alloy samples are presented in Fig. 4.13b. Strain 
hardening rate curve for the T451 and T651 specimens overlap except that the former shows more 
spikes at higher strain than the later. The strain hardening rates for the annealed specimens are 
consistently lower than those of the other specimens up to a strain of about 0.55 above which 
spikes are observed in the hardening curves of the age-hardened alloys. The downward spikes 
observed in the strain hardening curves at higher strain may be due to the effect of recovery 
whereby dislocation gains sufficient energy to break through barrier. The spikes, which are also 
signatures of flow softening occurrences in the compressed specimens were observed as sharp 
discontinuity in the stress strain curves when plotted on an enlarged scale. With this understanding, 
it could be hypothesized that the tendency to form localized shear strain in compressed specimen 
is higher in T451 than T651 owing to the more pronounced downward spikes in the former than 
the later. This will be confirmed from the microstructure of the specimens after quasi-static 
loading. 
AA 2024 alloy 
The stress strain curves for the AA 2024 alloy under quasi static loading are presented in Fig. 4.14. 
The yield strength of the alloy in T351, T651 and O temper are 440, 570 and 130 MPa respectively. 
Unlike AA 2017 alloy, the yield stress of naturally aged AA 2024-T351 increased substantially 
upon further artificial aging. These values and trend are in agreement with what was obtained in 
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hardness test which can be attributed to the fact that the optimum aging condition for this alloy 
was not attained in the as-received natural aging condition. Therefore, during the artificial aging 
more coherent precipitates were most likely formed, increasing resistance to slip. As observed in 
the AA 2017 alloy, there is no significance difference in the total engineering strain developed in 
AA 2024 alloy in the T351 and T651 temper. The higher deformation in the annealed sample is 
due low resistance to deformation caused by the absence of strengthening coherent precipitates. 
Although the quasi-static stress-strain curves of the AA 2024 (Fig. 4.14a) shows higher yield stress 
in T651 than T351 specimens, the ability to resist further plastic deformation due to strain 
hardening becomes higher in T351 than T651 at strain above 0.17. At about 0.43 strain (Fig. 
4.14b), the strain hardening of AA 2024-T351 had become lower but increased again at strain 
above 0.56. Though the strain hardening rates for the annealed specimens are lower than those of 
the other temper specimens up to a strain of about 0.65, there exists a strain range (about 0.13 to 
0.23 strain) where the strain hardening rate of AA 2024-O coincide with the AA 2024-T651 
specimen. It could be speculated that the tendency to form localized shear strain in compressed 
specimen is higher in T351 specimen than T651 and O owing to the absence of downward spike 
(drop in flow stress) in the curves of T651 and O temper specimens (Fig. 4.14b).  
 
 
Fig. 4.14. (a) Engineering stress-strain curves and (b) strain hardening rate-strain curve of AA 
2024-T351, AA 2024-T651 and AA 2024-O aluminum alloy under quasi-static compressive 
loading.  
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AA 2624 alloy 
Fig. 4.15a shows the quasi-static stress-strain curve of AA 2624 alloy in T351, T651 and O temper. 
The yield stress of the AA 2624-T351, AA 2624-T651 and AA 2624-O are 435, 440 and 125 MPa 
respectively, the trend of which is in agreement with what was obtained in the hardness test. The 
total engineering strain developed in T351, T651 and O temper were determined to be 0.63 0.62 
and 0.78 respectively. This also suggests that the peak stress was not attained by the natural aging 
and that artificial aging led to formation of more coherent precipitates (Al2CuMg); leading to 
higher yield strength of the artificially aged sample. Like AA 2017-O and AA 2024-O, the yield 
strength of AA 2624-O is lower than AA 2624-T351 and AA 2624-T651 due to the dissolution or 
coarsening of the fine coherent or semi-coherent precipitates which act as barriers to plastic 
deformation by slip.  
The strain hardening curves for the AA 2624 samples (Fig. 4.15b) indicate that unlike AA 2024 
specimens, brief drop in strain hardening rate at higher strain between 0.43 and 0.47 in AA 2624-
T351 was not suppressed on the artificial aging. The strain hardening rates for the annealed 
specimen is lower than those of the other temper specimens except in the strain range 0.43 and 
0.47 where spikes are observed in the strain hardening curves of the age hardened alloys. The 
tendency to form localized shear strain in compressed specimen is higher in both T351 and T651 
specimens than O temper owing to the absence of downward spike(s) in the curve of O temper 
specimens (Fig. 4. 15b). 
 
 
Fig. 4.15. (a) Engineering stress-strain curves and (b) strain hardening rate-strain curve of AA 
2624-T351, AA 2624-T651 and AA 2624-O aluminum alloy under quasi-static compressive 
loading. 
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Comparison between stress strain curves for the three alloys 
Stress strain curves comparing the mechanical behaviour of the three investigated alloys under 
various temper conditions are presented in Fig. 4.16. The AA 2024 and AA 2624 alloys in 
naturally-aged condition shows higher yield stresses and strain hardening rate capabilities than the 
AA 2017 alloy (Fig. 4.16a). The higher Cu and Mg content (and lower Cu to Mg ratio) capable of 
forming coherent GPB zones and/or 𝑆′′ precipitates in the naturally-aged condition could be 
responsible for higher yield strength in AA 2024-T351 and AA 2624-T351 alloys. This is because 
though both θ and S phases exhibits metallic character, the former is ductile while the latter is 
brittle [6]. It is therefore, harder for dislocations to move past the S precipitates than the θ 
precipitates such that alloys comprised of S phases exhibits better mechanical properties than the 
θ phase ones. Though the strength contribution of second phase particle is minimal, in addition to 
the presence of Cu, particles in AA 2017-T451 also constitutes higher concentration of Fe, Si and 
Mn while AA 2024-T351 and AA 2624-T351 constitutes majorly higher concentration of Mg. 
Therefore, if AA 2024-T351 and AA 2624-T351 shows better mechanical strength than the AA 
2017-T451 specimens, it is suggested that the combined strength-contributing effect of Fe, Si and 
Mn in AA 2017-T451 is lower than the Mg contribution in AA 2024-T351 and AA 2624-T351 
specimens.  
In the artificial aging condition (Fig. 4.16b), the yield stress of AA 2024 was found to be higher 
than the yield stresses of AA 2624  and AA 2017. The formation of coherent 𝑆′′ and/or semi-
coherent 𝑆′ precipitates in the artificially-aged condition could be responsible for higher yield 
strength in AA 2024-T651 and AA 2624-T651 alloys [37]. Though the AA 2024 has the highest 
yield strength, the resistance to further plastic deformation became lower at higher strain while the 
AA 2624 alloy strain hardens the most. Therefore, artificial aging best improve the yield strength 
and suppress the occurrence of flow softening (localized shear strain) in AA 2024 alloys. The 
annealing of all as-received naturally-aged AA 2017, AA 2024 and AA 2624 alloys (Fig. 4.16b) 
shows their yield stresses to be approximately the same and stress-strain curves nearly overlap for 
all the three alloys. This could be as a result of the formation of stable equilibrium precipitates in 
all annealed alloys. This confirm that the difference in the strength of the age-hardened alloys is 
due only to the fine precipitates formed during age-hardening and not to variation in the type of 
second phase particles formed during solidification. It has also been suggested by other researchers 
that second phase particles play no major role in the strength of precipitation hardened alloy, but 
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could be detrimental to mechanical properties by acting as cracking initiation sites [24].  Annealing 
was observed to best suppress flow softening and the tendency for shear strain localization in the 
three alloys, but strength becomes compromised.  
 
Fig. 4.16. Engineering stress-strain curves of (a) naturally-aged, (b) artificially-aged and (c) 
annealed AA 2017, AA 2024 and AA 2624 aluminum alloy under quasi-static compressive loading  
4.3 Dynamic impact test  
The results of the dynamic impact test on the alloys are summarized in Table 4.4 while the obtained 
dynamic stress-strain curves are presented in Figs. 4.17- 4.19.  As the impact momentum increases, 
the strain rates and the total engineering strain increased in all investigated alloys, though they are 
function of the temper conditions. As a result of their low mechanical strength, higher strains and 
strain rates were generated in the annealed specimens than the age-hardened specimens. The flow 
stresses of annealed specimens under dynamic impact loading are also lower than those of the age 
hardened alloys. Thermal softening and strain hardening compete during the plastic deformation 
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process and they determine the maximum peak stress [49]. The dynamic stress-strain curves of the 
alloys show an initial elastic deformation that is quickly followed by a plastic deformation regime. 
Two major peaks are observed on the curves. The first peak occurs not long after the yield point 
and the drop in stress after this peak could be attributed to dislocation gaining sufficient force to 
break through barriers and gain mobility. This could be as a result of the initial increase in 
temperature as the impact energy is converted to thermal energy. Eventually strain hardening as a 
result of increase deformation resulting in dislocation multiplication begins to dominate again 
leading to an increase in stress to the second peak flow stress. For the purpose of this study, the 
first and second peak flow stress (PFS) will be referred to as PFS I and PFS II respectively. 
Occurrence of strain softening immediately after yielding has also been reported in the stress-strain 
curves of several aluminum alloys  during hot deformation [52,54] The post PFS I softening is 
more pronounced in the annealed specimens than in those that were age hardened. 
 
 
Fig. 4.17. Dynamic stress-strain curves of the AA 2017 alloys in (a) naturally-aged, (b) artificially-
aged and (c) annealed condition as a function of impact momentum.  
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Table 4.4. Mechanical properties of selected aluminum alloys under dynamic shock loading. 
Alloy Temper IM, kg.m/s SR, s-1 PFS I, MPa PFS II, MPa Eng. Strain 
AA 
2017 
T451 
30.0 3080 344 460 0.26 
34.3 3960 456 507 0.34 
37.6 4600 469 532 0.40 
40.0 5340 495 561 0.47 
T651 
30.0 3290 391 486 0.28 
34.3 4140 373 446 0.35 
37.6 4780 452 496 0.41 
40.0 5550 404 494 0.48 
O 
30.0 4870 198 265 0.43 
34.3 5280 303 305 0.47 
37.6 7040 251 274 0.61 
40.0 7560 254 232 0.68 
AA 
2024 
T351 
30.0 2820 430 554 0.23 
34.3 3580 514 587 0.30 
37.6 4230 521 618 0.37 
40.0 5080 536 620 0.43 
T651 
30.0 2780 488 527 0.24 
34.3 3690 536 508 0.32 
37.6 4610 537 506 0.40 
40.0 5230 537 504 0.46 
O 
30.0 4610 201 245 0.40 
34.3 5640 300 297 0.50 
37.6 6730 257 241 0.59 
40.0 7230 244 263 0.65 
AA 
2624 
 T351 
30.0 2920 438 551 0.24 
34.3 3600 502 562 0.31 
37.6 4250 516 581 0.37 
40.0 4890 511 601 0.43 
T651 
30.0 2810 447 560 0.24 
34.3 3630 483 542 0.31 
37.6 4360 516 589 0.37 
40.0 4970 555 677 0.43 
O 
30.0 4750 170 233 0.42 
34.3 6130 275 275 0.53 
37.6 6790 194 245 0.60 
40.0 7570 224 247 0.68 
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Significant increase in temperature occur in specimens subjected to dynamic shock loading at room 
temperature, making high deformation rate somewhat similar to hot deformation. About 90% of 
the impact energy is suggested to convert to thermal energy during dynamic impact loading [50]. 
The major difference is in the fact that stress-strain curves for hot deformation decreases 
continuously after yielding until failure; on the other hand, the stress strain curves obtained in this 
impact study shows a subsequent domination of strain hardening due to dislocation multiplication 
as deformation proceeds leading to the second peak stress (PFS II). The softening occurring 
immediately after PFS I can be attributed to dynamic recovery occurring by dislocation 
annihilation and arrangement by gliding, climbing and cross-slipping after an early dislocation 
multiplication. Beyond the PFS II, thermal softening dominated the plastic deformation process 
leading to continuous drop in flow stress as a result of loss of load-carrying capability caused by 
excessive temperature increase in the specimens. A point of instability is eventually reached, where 
excessive thermal softening leads to a very sharp drop in flow stress. These sharp drop in flow 
stress has been attributed to adiabatic heating leading to shear strain localization along the narrow 
bands called adiabatic shear bands [51,56]. It is evident that the mechanical response of the 
investigated alloys is largely influenced by the thermal softening occurring as result of temperature 
increase in the specimens during impact.  
The maximum flow stress appear to increase with strain rates for the age-hardened alloys, however 
the dependency of the deformation process on the complex competition between strain hardening 
and thermal softening makes a linear relation between maximum flow stress and strain rates 
unobtainable. Whereas, only AA 2024-T651 specimens show PFS I corresponding to the 
maximum flow stress with post yield strain hardening not sufficient to raise the flow stress to the 
level of PFS I before the occurrence of intense localized thermal softening leading to stress 
collapse. PFS II is the maximum flow stress for all other specimens. All alloys in annealed 
condition (AA 2017-O, 2024-O and AA 2624-O specimens) exhibits an enhanced plasticity and 
formability which are characterized by lower strength and higher impact strain.  
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Fig. 4.18. Dynamic stress-strain curve of impacted AA 2024 specimens in (a) naturally-aged, (b) 
artificially-aged and (c) annealed condition as a function of impact momentum.  
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Fig. 4.19. Dynamic stress-strain curve of impacted AA 2624 specimens in (a) naturally-aged, (b) 
artificially-aged and (c) annealed condition as a function of impact momentum.  
Comparison of the mechanical behaviour of the alloys under the same impact load  
The mechanical strength of precipitation hardened alloys such as the investigated AA 2000 series 
aluminum alloys is a function of the nature of the precipitates, especially the coherency of the 
precipitates with the continuous α-aluminum phase. A change in the nature of the precipitates from 
coherent or semi-coherent (shearable) to incoherent (non-shearable) affects the resistance of  these 
alloys to deformation [149]. The dynamic stress-strain and hardening curves of the investigated 
alloys are compared when subjected to the same impact momentum of 40 kg.m/s (Fig. 4.20-4.22). 
While 2017-T451 and 2624-T651 specimens exhibits superior mechanical strength (both PFS I & 
II) among the three temper of AA 2017 and AA 2624 respectively, AA 2024 shows better yield 
strength in T651 specimen and improve maximum peak flow stress in T351 specimen. The 
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annealed specimens, which have the lowest flow stress, have the highest total strain and deformed 
at higher strain rates than those of the age-hardened specimens. The reason for better mechanical 
properties in age-hardened samples could be attributed to the presence of coherent or semi-
coherent (shearable) precipitates that have the ability to hinder dislocation motions thereby 
increasing strength while lower strength in annealed samples are attributed to the dissolution and 
coarsening of incoherent (non-shearable) S precipitates [147,150].  
The strain hardening curves in Figs. 4.20b-4.22b shows that strain hardening rate drops below zero 
in all alloys and temper conditions, though at different strain. While the strain hardening rate drops 
below zero earliest in annealed (lower strength) samples at low strain, the strain hardening rate of 
age-hardened specimens with the highest PFS II tend to drop below zero (thermo-mechanical 
instabilities) first at higher strain. It could be therefore concluded based on the aforementioned 
observation that the higher the PFS II of dynamic impacted samples (irrespective of the alloy), the 
earlier the tendency of thermomechanical instabilities (thermal softening). The absence of hump 
in the stage III (see Fig. 2.5 for stages) in hardening curve is an indication that twinning activities 
are absent and deformation are rather controlled by slip in the alloy during impact [82]. Khan et. 
al [81] reported the absence of peak (i.e. hump-free) in the hardening curve of compressed AZ31 
sheet alloy which they attributed to the non-dominant of twinning as the mechanism of 
deformation. The drop in the hardening curve below zero on majorly two occasions (at low and 
high strain levels) confirms that the investigated alloys are alloys which possess dual-peaks in their 
respective dynamic stress-strain plots.  
To better understand the influence of major alloying elements or Cu:Mg content on the dynamic 
response of the AA 2017, AA 2024 and AA 2624 alloys, the stress-strain curves of the alloys in 
the three temper are co-plotted for specimens impacted at  40.0 kg m/s (Fig. 4.23). The mechanical 
strength of the alloys with low Cu:Mg (AA 2024 and AA 2624) are higher than those with high 
Cu:Mg alloys (AA 2017) in both age-hardened samples. While 𝜃 phase is an important 
strengthening phase in the AA 2017 alloy with high Cu:Mg, S phase is the strengthening phase in 
the AA 2024 and AA 2624 alloys with low Cu:Mg [151]. Furthermore, it was earlier mentioned 
that S phases are better strength-contributing precipitates than 𝜃 phase due to the brittleness of the 
former than the later [6]. It is therefore suggested that the higher mechanical strength in age-
hardened AA 2024 and AA 2624 alloys are attributed to the formation of coherent GPB zones 
and/or 𝑆′′ precipitates (Al2CuMg) and perhaps the Mg-rich second phase particles (Table 4.2). 
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This confirms the strength-contributing prowess of Mg in 2000 series aluminum alloys. In Fig. 
4.23b, the ability to resist further plastic deformation is lowered in AA 2024-T651 alloy thereby 
having an approximately equal PFS II with the AA 2017-T651. Annealed samples (Fig. 4.23c) 
which exhibits comparable mechanical response in all alloys show relatively deeper inflection 
point on the stress-strain curve before strain hardening up to the PFS II.  
 
 
Fig. 4.20. (a) Dynamic stress-strain curve and (b) strain hardening rate-strain curve of AA 2017-
T451, AA 2017-T651 and AA 2017-O aluminum alloy subjected to an impact momentum of 40 
kg.m/s. 
 
 
Fig. 4.21. (a) Dynamic stress-strain curve and (b) strain hardening rate-strain curve of AA 2024-
T351, AA 2024-T651 and AA 2024-O aluminum alloy subjected to an impact momentum of 40 
kg.m/s. 
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Fig. 4.22. (a) Dynamic stress-strain curve and (b) strain hardening rate-strain curve of AA 2624-
T351, AA 2624-T651 and AA 2624-O aluminum alloy subjected to an impact momentum of 40 
kg.m/s. 
 
 
Fig. 4.23. Engineering stress-strain curves of (a) naturally-aged, (b) artificially-aged and (c) 
annealed AA 2017, AA 2024 and AA 2624 aluminum alloys under dynamic impact loading. 
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In conclusion to this section, a prior study on hot deformation of AA 6082 aluminum alloy where 
a single yield peak was obtained in the stress strain curve, Zhang and Baker [55] observed the 
amount of post-yield softening to be higher in T4 temper than in annealed (O temper) condition. 
The authors attributed higher post yield softening in the AA 6082-T4 to higher tendency of the T4 
specimen to experience dynamic recrystallization in comparison to the annealed specimen whose 
level of supersaturation is low. This is contrary to what was observed in post-yield softening of all 
the three aluminum alloys under dynamic impact loading in this study. From the experimental 
data, yielding was observed to occur within the first 80 microseconds after the start of deformation 
in the three temper conditions. The temperature reached at this stage and the time ruled out the 
possibility of dynamic recrystallization and particle coarsening during the dynamic shock loading 
of the selected aluminum alloys. Rather, the temperature and time reached in the post-PFS II 
softening in this study, postulates dynamic recrystallization possibilities. Unlike hot deformation 
where temperature of the specimen is assumed to be relatively uniform throughout the deformation 
period (ignoring any temperature increase due to deformation), temperature of the impacted 
aluminum alloy specimens in this study increases from ambient temperature to the peak 
temperature beyond the maximum flow stress (PFS II). The lower relative softening of the 
annealed alloy specimens beyond the second peak (PFS II) can be attributed to their lower 
tendency to experience intense adiabatic heating leading to stress collapse and adiabatic shear 
banding as will be discussed in the next section.  
4.4 Microstructural evolution in AA 2017, AA 2024 and AA 2624 aluminum alloys during 
mechanical loading 
4.4.1 Quasi-static compression  
Fig. 4.24 shows the microstructural features of an AA 2017-T451 specimen after quasi-static 
compressive loading. Circular region of localized deformation (deformed band) is observed close 
towards the edge of the circular cross-section of the specimen. The arrangement of the second 
phase particles inside and outside deformed band region on the compression plane (Fig. 4.24a) 
suggests that deformation was inhomogeneous. While the particles in the core (outside shear band 
region) of the specimen are like the morphology of particles in the microstructure of an un-
deformed sample (Fig. 4.2a), evolved shear band shows elongated particles structure arranged in 
layers in a circular fashion near the edge. The deformed band  
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Fig. 4.24. (a) Optical micrographs showing shear band geometry and (b) SEM micrographs 
showing edge crack and distribution of second phase particles inside and outside shear bands on 
the compression plane of AA 2017-T451 specimen after quasi-static loading.  
(Fig. 4.24b) shows more closely packed elongated particles in such a manner that makes the entire 
compression plane appear fan-like (Fig. 4.24a). Cracks were observed to initiate from the edge, 
propagate first into the specimen, and detour in the direction of the deformed band when they reach 
the shear band region. Equiaxed grain structure outside deformed band region, elongated grains 
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and particles inside deformed band and the initiation of edge cracks were observed in the artificial 
aged AA 2017-T651 specimen (Fig. 4.25). Partly dissolved particles self-organizes themselves at 
the crack front (Fig. 4.25a), therefore suggesting the key role particles play in crack propagation 
within a deformed specimen. Although deformed bands with elongated and aligned second phase 
particles were also observed in the AA 2017-O specimen (Fig. 4.26), no evidence of edge cracking 
in the annealed specimens was observed. 
 
 
Fig. 4.25. Optical and SEM micrographs showing (a) edge crack and (b) inside and outside 
deformed band on the compression plane of AA 2017-T651 specimen under quasi-static loading. 
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Fig. 4.26. Optical and SEM micrographs showing (a) deformed and (b) outside deformed band on 
the compression plane of AA 2017-O specimen under quasi-static compression.  
Deformed bands with similar morphologies as observed in the age-hardened AA 2017 alloy were 
also observed in the compression plane of AA 2024-T351 alloys after quasi-static compressive 
loading (Fig. 4.27). Strain localization leading to formation of shear band is observed to be more 
severe in the A 2024-T351 specimens with regions of the band having features similar to the 
transformed shear bands commonly observed in alloys exposed to dynamic impact loading (Fig. 
4.27b). The dissolution of second phase particles observed within this region suggests an 
appreciable temperature rise in the specimen. Like dynamic impact test where about 90 % of 
impact energy are converted to heat in the deformed specimen, heat generated in this sample under 
quasi-static compression (though far lower than that obtained in a dynamic test condition) may 
also be due to higher flow stress and hardening rate of AA 2024-T351 sample. Equation 2.9 had 
shown that higher flow stress results in higher plastic work of deformation which in turn increases 
specimen’s temperature (Eq. 2.8). The hardening curve of AA 2024-T351 in Fig. 4.14 had earlier 
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shown severe softening occurring between 0.43 and 0.56 strain. It is therefore suggested that shear 
strain localization in compressed AA 2024-T351 (Fig. 4.27) began at about 0.43 strain. Zhu et al 
[99] had earlier observed localized shear strain region in Ti-Fe ultrafine eutectic under quasi-static 
compression. They attributed the formation of lamella structure in the shear band to subgrain 
rotational mechanism; a revised form of rotational mechanism illustrated and explained in sub-
section 2.7.2.1. Artificial aging (T651) of the AA 2024-T351 alloy reduced the severity of strain 
localization and cracking susceptibility (Fig. 4.28). The deformed band observed in AA 2024-
T651 is not well developed and with no edge crack. The absence of edge crack can be attributed 
to the low hardening rate in this specimen as observed in its stress strain curves in which unlike 
AA 2024-T351, hardening curve of AA 2024-T651 in Fig. 4.14 shows no form of mechanical 
instability (softening) at higher strain.  
 
 
Fig. 4.27. Optical and SEM micrographs showing microstructural features inside and outside shear 
bands in AA 2024-T351 alloy after quasi-static loading in compression (a) overview of shear 
deformed band (b) transformed band (c) outside shear band.   
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Fig. 4.28. Optical and SEM micrographs showing microstructural features inside and outside shear 
band in AA 2024-T651 specimen after quasi-static loading in compression (a) overview (b) outside 
shear band (c) deformed band region. No edge crack was observed. 
 
Beside the equiaxed and elongated grain structure observed on the outside and inside deformed 
band respectively (Fig. 4.29), edge cracking was observed in the AA 2024-O specimen after quasi-
static compressive loading. The edge cracks were unexpected owing to the fact that the annealed 
specimen is characterized by low hardness (Fig. 4.12), low yield strength and high plasticity (Fig. 
4.14). A major explanation for this ‘strange’ behavior may be due to high strain hardening 
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observed in the annealed alloy at strain levels above 0.7 on its stress-strain and hardening curves 
(Fig. 4.14). The high hardening rate at high strain would have improved the mechanical strength.  
 
 
Fig. 4.29. SEM micrographs showing microstructural features inside and outside shear band in AA 
2024-O specimen after quasi-static loading in compression (a) overview (b) outside shear band (c) 
deformed band region (d) edge crack.  
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of the annealed specimen thereby enhancing its susceptibility to cracking. The strain hardening 
rate of annealed sample had slightly exceeded that of AA 2024-T651 specimen above the 0.7 
strain. At about 0.73 strain, a slight drop in the hardening curve of AA 2024-O was observed. This 
suggests that hardening rate of the alloy can play a role in determining its susceptibility to crack 
initiation during quasi-static compressive loading. 
The microstructural evolution in AA 2624-T351 specimen under quasi-static compressive loading 
is documented in Fig. 4.30. Unlike AA 2017 and AA 2024 alloys in which deformation was 
observed to be inhomogeneous due to presence shear band irrespective of temper conditions, 
optical micrograph (Fig. 4.30a) of AA 2624-T351 shows that deformation is relatively 
homogenous since there was no evidence of shear band formation in the deformed specimens. The 
specimens were however observed to crack from the edge during the quasi-static compressive 
loading. Higher magnification micrographs (Fig. 4.30b) on the compression plane shows that the 
lamella structure of particles had become distorted outside crack region (Fig. 4.30a) while tree-
like edge crack was observed to have propagated along nearby particles (Fig. 4.30c). It is evident 
from the microstructure of the AA 2624-T651 after quasi-static loading in compression that 
artificial aging of the alloy to T651 temper increases the susceptibility to shear band formation and 
edge cracking that eventually detour along the band (Fig. 4.31). Although AA 2624-T351 
specimen shows only edge crack evolution on compression and AA 2624-T651 shows both shear 
band and edge crack evolution, AA 2624-O (Fig. 4.32) shows high viscous flow shear band with 
no evidence of edge crack. With an appreciable reduction in inter-particle spacing in AA 2624-O 
specimen, Fig. 4.32a revealed elongated particles outside shear band region (Fig. 4.32b) and 
distorted or wavy particles along the shear flow direction (Fig. 4.32c). It is therefore also suggested 
that age-hardened AA 2624 alloy (T351 and T651) with higher hardness value (Fig. 4.12), higher 
yield strength and strain hardening rate (Fig. 4.15) are more prone to edge crack than AA 2624-O 
specimen. It could therefore be speculated that the formation of shear band in the three alloys (AA 
2017, AA 2024 and AA 2624) under quasi-static compression can be attributed to concentrated 
plastic strain since the temperature rise in compressed specimens is far lower compared to that 
required for ASB formation in specimens under dynamic shock loading conditions. 
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Fig. 4.30. Optical and SEM micrographs showing microstructural features on the compression 
plane of AA 2624-T351 specimen after quasi-static loading (a) overview (b) outside crack region 
(c) edge crack.  
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Fig. 4.31. Optical and SEM micrographs showing microstructural features on the compression 
plane of AA 2624-T651 specimen after quasi-static loading (a) overview (b) outside shear band 
region (c) edge crack.  
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Fig. 4.32. SEM micrographs showing microstructure of AA 2624-O specimen after quasi-static 
compressive loading (a) overview, (b) outside deformed band (c) inside deformed band. 
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4.4.2 Dynamic Impact Loading  
Experimental data sheet for the dynamic impact test of the investigated alloy specimens showing 
critical values at which shear bands are formed are presented in Table 4.5.  Deformation were 
relatively homogeneous (no band formation) for all the specimens at lower applied impact 
momentums of 30 and 34.3 kg.m/s. At higher momentums, deformed and/or transformed bands 
were observed in some specimens. It has been suggested that transformed bands develop from 
deformed bands which first form as the severity of strain localization increased in materials under 
dynamic impact loading [48].  
Table 4.5. Experimental data sheet showing the critical values at which ASBs are formed in the 
dynamic impacted specimen of the selected aluminum alloys. 
 AA 2017 AA 2024 AA 2624 
 T451 T651 O T351 T651 O T351 T651 O 
IM, kg.m/s 
at the onset 
of DB 
40.0 37.6 40.0 37.6 37.6 40.0 40.0 37.6 41.5 
Critical 
strain for 
DB 
0.47 0.41 0.68 0.37 0.40 0.65 0.43 0.37 0.72 
Critical SR, 
s-1 for DB 
5340 4780 7560 4230 4610 7230 4890 4360 8010 
IM, kg.m/s 
at the onset 
of TB 
41.5 41.5 No TB 40.0 44.4 No TB 41.5 40.0 No TB 
Critical 
strain for 
TB 
0.53 0.54 No TB 0.43 0.60 No TB 0.47 0.43 No TB 
IM, kg.m/s 
at fracture 
42.6 43.6 
No 
fracture 
42.0 47.9 
No 
fracture 
42.0 42.0 
No 
fracture 
 
The conditions (impact momentum, strain and strain rates) at which deformed or transformed 
bands were first observed in the deformed specimens, as the impact momentum was raised, varied 
depending on the alloy composition and the temper condition. These dynamic loading conditions 
give an indication of the propensity of the alloys to develop adiabatic shear bands and eventually 
fail. Other researchers have suggested the existence of critical strain and strain rates required for 
occurrence of adiabatic shear bands in other metallic alloys [72]. In all the three alloys the annealed 
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specimens showed the least tendency for formation of adiabatic shear bands. Previous study by 
Xue et al. [121] showed that there is higher sensitivity to ASB initiation in austenitic stainless steel 
(AISI 304L) than the annealed steels. The authors attributed the lower tendency for ASB formation 
in the annealed specimen to softening and low dislocation density in constituent grains. Similarly, 
In another separate findings, multiple ASBs was reported in AA 7075-T73 aluminum alloy [86]. 
The authors observed that no ASB was formed in the annealed specimen (AA 7075-O) despite 
been subjected to same loading condition with the AA 7075-T73 specimen; a behavior they 
attributed to low mechanical strength and higher adiabatic shearing energy barrier in the annealed 
specimen. While no transformed bands was formed in any of the annealed specimens in this study, 
deformed band was not observed until the impact momentum was increased to 40.0 kg.m/s (7560 
/s), 40 kg.m/s (7230 /s) and 41.5 kg.m/s (8010 /s) for AA 2017, AA 2024 and AA 2624 alloy 
respectively. This suggests that the AA 2624 has the least tendency to form shear bands in the 
annealed temper condition. Both deformed and transformed bands were observed in the impacted 
age-hardened alloys depending on the strain rates.  In the naturally-aged temper, the AA 2017 and 
AA 2624 alloys showed the least tendency to develop both deformed bands and transformed bands. 
Artificial aging of the alloys make the AA 2624 more susceptible to formation of deformed bands 
than AA 2017 and AA 2024. The tendency for the deformed band to develop to transformed bands 
is higher in the artificially aged AA 2624 alloy which could be attributed to its improved 
mechanical strength at this temper. 
The formation of shear band in impacted specimen often occur in a very short time and therefore 
imposes great difficulties on observing the damage evolution during deformation without a high 
speed camera. Therefore, a viable alternative to revealing damage evolution in the material during 
such rapid deformation is to investigate the microstructure of the materials after deformation. This 
will be quite helpful in understanding the deformation process since deformed structures are 
closely related to deformation process [57,61,63]. The microstructures of the impacted alloy 
showing deformed and transformed bands are presented in Figs. 4.33-4.35. Whereas the deformed 
bands consist of elongated grains and alignment of second phase particles in shear flow direction, 
the transformed bands consist of unique microstructures that suggest particle dissolution inside the 
transformed bands during formation. Detailed discussion on the geometry and microstructural 
features of the both bands will be discussed in the subsequent subsections. 
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4.4.2.1 Shear band geometry in dynamic impacted specimen 
To better comprehend the full geometry, shear band geometry on the compression plane 
(transverse section) and the longitudinal planes were examined. The combination of shear band 
overview on the compression and longitudinal plane will therefore give the shear band geometry 
in the entire impacted sample. 
Shear bands’ geometry on the compression (transverse section) plane 
The ASB formed in both the alloys rolled into cylindrical rods during processing (AA 2017 and 
AA 2024) are circular on the compression plane of the impacted specimen. Specimens from the 
two alloys maintain their cylindrical shape after impact. Fig. 4.33 shows the geometry of 
transformed band on the compression plane of AA 2017 alloy in T451 and T651 temper. No 
bifurcation of shear bands was found along the circular band on the compression plane of AA 
2017-T451 sample (Fig. 4.33a). Similar observation was made on the compression plane of other 
aluminum alloys such AA as 6061-T6 [88]  and AA 7075 [57] subjected to dynamic impact 
loading. The same circular geometry of adiabatic shear bands were observed on the compression 
plane of the impacted AA 2017-T651, but unlike the AA 2017-T451 sample, bifurcation of ASBs 
was observed as shown in Fig. 4.33b. Cracks were observed to propagate along the transformed 
bands in the AA 2017 alloy. 
In the AA 2024 alloy, circular transformed band without bifurcation was also observed in the T351 
temper (Fig. 4.34a). As in the case of AA 2017, the dynamic impact of artificially-aged AA 2024 
alloy results in bifurcation of shear band (Fig. 4.34b). Yang et al. [85] speculated that bifurcations 
in AA 7075 aluminum alloy, which was deformed using thick-walled cylinder explosion 
technique, were formed when the propagation of a shear band is hindered by the presence of some 
active barriers such as impurities, precipitate phase particles and other possible defects that 
increased the resistance and made it almost impossible for the propagated band to develop along 
the original direction. In the current study, none of such active barrier was observed in the region 
where the ASB split in the AA 2017-T651 and AA 2024-T651 alloy specimens. The region ahead 
of the bifurcation point is relatively free of second phase particles (Figs 4.33b & 4.34b). It is 
however possible that the barrier is pushed into the shear band region by plastic flow of the soft 
matrix under pressure leaving a second phase particles free zone (SPFZ) at the point of bifurcation.  
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Fig. 4.33. Circular Geometry of ASB on the compression plane of (a) AA 2017-T451 alloy with 
no bifurcation and (b) AA2017-T651 alloy with bifurcation. 
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Fig. 4.34. Circular geometry of ASB on the compression plane (transverse plane) of (a) AA 2024-
T351 alloy with no bifurcation and (b) AA 2024-T651 alloy with bifurcation and dual banding. 
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Fig. 4.35. Arc-type geometry of ASB on the compression (transverse) plane of (a) AA 2624-T351 
alloy and (b) AA 2624-T651 alloy. Both temper conditions shows branching at the band tip without 
bifurcation. 
These results show that the occurrence of bifurcation during ASB propagation can be influenced 
by the temper condition. In addition to bifurcation, multiple bands were observed in the impacted 
AA 2024-T651 specimen (Fig. 4.34b). The mechanism behind the evolution of double ASBs is 
not completely understood. On the compression plane (Fig. 4.34), the presence of crack and 
bifurcation in the transformed band towards sample edge and their (crack and bifurcation) absence 
in shear band closer to specimen center confirmed that deformation is non-uniform.  
The rolled plate AA 2624 samples show a different shear band geometry than the rolled rods (AA 
2017 and AA 2024). AA 2624 samples in T351 and T651 temper loss their cylindrical shape to 
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been elliptical after impact. While arc-type geometry of shear band was observed at the two but 
opposite vertices of the elliptically-shaped specimen, the two co-vertices were void of shear band 
formation. No shear band bifurcation was observed in AA 2624 impacted specimens; rather, severe 
branching at band tip in both T351 and T651 specimens (Fig. 4.35).  
 
Shear bands’ geometry on the longitudinal section 
Figure 4.36 represent the typical geometry of the adiabatic shear bands as observed on the 
longitudinal sections of the alloys after impact loading. On the longitudinal plane, the ASB formed 
in all age-hardened alloys appeared to have parabolic shape (Fig. 4.36a). The parabolic shear band 
regions are also regions of intense shearing of elongated grains and second phase particles. The 
intensity of shearing as shown in Fig. 4.36a was observed to decrease from one base surface of 
cylindrical tests specimens (near the output bar of the SHPB) to the other surface (input bar). This 
is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.36b. Continuous solid lines A-E and A’-E’ represents direction 
of alignment of elongated grains and second phase particles in rolling direction of the specimen 
before impact, while the continuous dash line represents the center line of the test specimen. 
Microstructural examination of the impacted samples shows that the alignment of the elongated 
grains and second phase particles become discontinuous at specific regions as shown on the 
discontinuous solid lines A1-E5 and A1’-E5’. These regions of discontinuity correspond to the 
parabolic ASBs on the longitudinal section of the impacted sample.  
In order to quantify and characterize the intensity of SB along the parabolic region, compressive 
shear angle, ɣ is used. This is the angle between the lines of direction of elongated grains before 
and after impact. It appears that deformed band (say lines E5 and E5’) are characterized by low 
compressive shear angle (ɣ < 90o) and transformed band (say lines A1 and A1’) are characterized 
by high compressive shear angle (ɣ ≥ 135o). There exists a region of transition from TB to DB or 
vice-versa (say lines C3 and C3’). At this region, compressive shear angle was found to be in a 
range i.e. 90o ≤ ɣ ≤ 135o.  Shear band in Fig. 4.36a is largely deformed with few transformed band 
at the compression plane near output bar of the SHPB. As the impact momentum increases (Fig. 
4.37a), TB first propagated throughout the parabolic SB at about 45o to the compression plane, 
followed by the initiation and propagation of crack along the TB. This confirmed the widely 
accepted proposition that crack initiate within TB and not DB [57]. Put differently, no crack will 
initiate in an ASB until transformed band is fully formed. Therefore, the relationship between ASB 
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and shear angle on the longitudinal section of shock loaded aluminum alloys in the naturally and 
artificially aged conditions can be proposed as in Fig. 4.37b. From the samples’ compression plane 
near the edge, shear angle and intensity of shear band formed decreases until a region near the 
center of the sample beyond which shear angle and intensity of shear band increase again towards 
the compression plane. 
 
 
Fig. 4.36. (a) Optical micrograph showing a parabolic ASB geometry on the longitudinal section 
of impacted specimen in all three selected aluminum alloys; both natural and artificial aging 
conditions. (b) Schematic of formation of parabolic ASB geometry with compressive shear angle. 
It can be concluded from the geometry of ASBs on the transverse and longitudinal sections of AA 
2017 and AA 2024 (rolled rod) that shear bands form a single thin-walled cone in the entirety of 
the specimen as schematically presented in Fig. 4.38a. On the other hand, the shear bands appear 
as split cone in AA 2624 (rolled plate) as schematically shown in in Fig. 4.38b. The difference 
could be attributed to the prior mechanical processing of the as-received alloys (rolled rod or rolled 
plate) before the dynamic impact test. Therefore, it could be suggested that the mechanical history 
of an alloy could influence the geometry of shear band when loaded under dynamic condition. 
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Conical shaped ASBs have also been reported in AISI 4340 steel subjected to dynamic impact 
loading, except that two inverted cones were observed in the steel instead of one as observed in 
aluminum alloy  in the current study [93]. The difference in the number of cones could be as a 
result of the difference in the crystallographic slip systems of the two alloys (aluminum alloy and 
AISI 4340 steel) as it is speculated that shear band tends to propagate along slip systems such that 
shear plane become parallel to the slip plane while the shear direction also become aligned with 
the slip direction [59].  
 
 
Fig. 4.37. (a) Optical micrograph showing fully formed transformed band on the longitudinal 
section of an impacted aluminum alloy specimen (b) proposed relationship between ASB geometry 
and shear angle profile on the longitudinal section of shock loaded precipitation hardened 
aluminum alloys. 
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Fig. 4.38. Geometry of shear band formation in impacted (a) AA 2017 and AA 2024 (b) AA 2624. 
4.4.2.2 Deformed band in AA 2017, AA 2024 and AA 2624 aluminum alloys 
The deformed bands observed in the AA 2017 and AA 2024 alloys are of similar morphology for 
the three investigated temper conditions (Fig. 4.39 a & b). They consist of self-organized elongated 
particles in the shear direction. In other words, second phase particles align themselves along the 
plastic flow direction in the deformed bands. Fig. 4.39c shows that deformed band in AA 2624 are 
composed of distorted grains and second particles alignment forming a kind of distorted lamella 
structure that results from pronounced viscous plastic flow not far away from the specimens’ edge. 
The current study observed that the critical strain and strain rate at which DB evolve is affected by 
alloys’ temper condition as summarized on Table 4.5. Higher critical strain and strain rate values 
for DB evolution in annealed samples than the precipitation hardened ones imply that improved 
plasticity by annealing helps delay the evolution of DB.   
At higher impact momentum where transformed band is formed in age-hardened specimens, the 
evolution of DB in annealed specimens remained persistent in all the three alloys. While both AA 
2017-O (Fig. 4.40) and AA 2024-O (Fig. 4.41) specimens shows deformed region characterized 
by elongated grains and grain boundary (GB) precipitates than outside DB, impacted AA 2624-O 
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specimen in Fig. 4.42 shows deformed band with high viscous flow characterized by elongated 
grains and particles in the shear flow direction. Since the annealed specimens did not form 
transformed bands but deformed band, no fracture was expected, neither were they found after the 
impact loading. 
 
 
Fig. 4.39. Optical micrographs of impacted (a) AA 2017 (b) AA 2024 and (c) AA 2624 specimens 
showing deformed band morphology. 
 
However, the precipitation along grain boundaries substantially increased in the impacted annealed 
specimen for all investigated alloys compared to the un-deformed samples. The intensity of 
precipitation was also observed to be more in the deformed band regions than outside DB. The 
grain boundary precipitation is suggested to be aided by the temperature rise in the alloy during 
the deformation process. Such grain boundary precipitations which have been suggested to be 
detrimental to formability of alloys were not observed in the specimens in age-hardened condition 
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[152]. Therefore, a possible reason for the lower strength in the annealed samples under the impact 
loading could be that the grain boundary precipitation causes the weakening of the sample [153].  
 
 
Fig. 4.40. Optical and SEM micrographs of AA 2017-O showing particles within grain boundaries 
outside (b) and inside (c) deformed band.  
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Fig. 4.41. Optical and SEM micrographs of AA 2024-O showing particles within grain boundaries 
(a) inside and (b) outside deformed band. 
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Fig. 4.42. Optical and SEM micrographs of AA 2624-O showing particles within grain boundaries 
outside (b) and inside (c) deformed band. 
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4.4.2.3 Transformed bands in AA 2017, AA 2024 and AA 2624 aluminum alloys 
AA 2017 aluminum alloys 
The onset of transformed bands observed in the age-hardened samples occurred at an impact 
momentum of 41.5 kg.m/s for both temper (AA 2017-T451 and AA 2017-T651); thereby 
suggesting a comparable susceptibility of the alloy to the occurrence of transformed bands in both 
temper conditions. SEM micrographs showing the morphology of transformed bands in the AA 
2017-T451 and AA 2017-T651 temper are presented in Figs. 4.43 & 4.44. Transformed band in 
both temper were observed to evolve with deformed band on both sides of the TB. Li et al. [57] 
had similarly observed microstructural changes from the core (equiaxed grains) of TB to DB at 
the edge consisting of elongated grains. The grain morphology within the TB in both T451 and 
T651 specimens could not be effectively resolved with the SEM. It appears that TB consists of 
dissolved second phase particles with islands of second particles free zones (SPFZ) in both temper. 
While the SPFZs are observed to be dispersedly found on the compression plane outside shear 
band (Figs. 4.43b & 4.44b) as in the case of a non-deformed sample, they were observed to be 
‘swept’ towards the center of the TB. 
EDS line scan (Fig. 4.45) across the shear band was conducted for AA 2017 alloy at T451 and 
T651 temper. Lower concentration of Al, Mg, Mn and Fe atoms were observed in the shear band 
where dissolution of particles occur than the region outside the shear band in both temper 
specimens. Only Cu and Si atoms were observed to be of higher concentration inside the shear 
band region than its outside. It has been reported in a separate paper that Si-contained phases are 
crack initiation sites or crack growth enhancer [39]. Therefore, the presence of more Si atoms in 
shear band regions of AA 2017-T451 and AA 2017-T651 as observed in Fig. 4.45 may raise the 
cracking susceptibility in the shear band. 
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Fig. 4.43. SEM micrographs showing the (a) inside and (b) outside ASB of impacted AA 2017-
T451 specimen at an impact momentum of 42.6 kg m/s.  
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Fig. 4.44. SEM showing the (a) inside and (b) outside ASB of impacted AA 2017-T651 specimen 
at an impact momentum of 43.6 kg m/s. 
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Fig. 4.45. EDS line scan of impacted AA 2017-T451 and AA 2017-T651 specimen across ASB. 
AA 2024 aluminum alloys 
Transformed bands were first observed to evolve in the age-hardened AA 2024-T351 and AA 
2024-T651 specimen at an impact momentum of 40.0 kg.m/s and 44.4 kg.m/s (Table 4.5). In 
addition to the lower impact momentum required for the onset of TB in AA 2024-T351, lower 
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critical strain value was reached in AA 2024-T351 (0.43 strain) than in AA 2024-T651 (0.60 
strain). Unlike AA 2017 alloy, appreciable difference in impact momentum (IM) and critical strain 
required for the onset of TB in T351 and T651 temper suggests different susceptibility of the alloy 
to the occurrence of transformed bands in both temper conditions. It is therefore clear that the 
artificial aging of AA 2024-T351 suppressed the susceptibility of the alloy to transformed band 
formation. The reason for the earlier TB evolution in AA 2024-T351 specimen could be due to 
higher PFS II (Fig. 4.18) and strain hardening rate (Fig. 4.21b) than the artificially-aged samples. 
In a previous study, it was observed that higher strength alloy under compression at room 
temperature are more susceptible to shear localization with highest degree of microstructural break 
down [154]. Unlike AA 2017 alloy where the earlier susceptibility of T651 temper to deformed 
band does not guarantee earlier susceptibility of same temper to transformed band or eventual 
fracture, AA 2024-T351 shows to be more susceptible to DB, TB and eventual fracture than AA 
2024-T651 specimen (Table 4.5).   
Micrographs showing the features of transformed bands formed in the AA 2024 alloy at T351 and 
T651 temper are presented in Figs. 4.46 and 4.47 respectively. The characteristics of the 
transformed band in both temper are quite dissimilar unlike what was obtained in the AA 2017 
specimens. In AA 2024-T351 specimen (Fig. 4.46), transformed band were observed to develop 
with deformed bands on both sides of the TB. The elongated particles (DB) on both sides of the 
TB aligned in the perpendicular direction to the TB propagation path. It also appear as in the case 
of age-hardened AA 2017 alloy that TB consists of dissolved second phase particles with islands 
of second particles free zones (SPFZ). Microvoids were observed in region containing dissolved 
particles inside the transformed bands. The microvoids appeared in a circular particle clustering 
with less band contrast (darker) in Fig. 4.46a can serve as crack initiation sites. On the other hand, 
transformed bands in AA 2024-T651 specimen (Fig. 4.47a) are devoid of second phase particles. 
It is suggested that the temperature rise within the band resulted in a complete dissolution of second 
phase particles such that elements making up the dissolved particles could have migrated towards 
the adjacent side of the shear band. The aforementioned features were not observed outside the 
shear band (Fig 4.47b), rather SEM micrographs revealed the distortion of relatively circular 
second phase particle when the sample was not deformed (Fig. 4.6b). The microstructure of the 
TB in AA 2024 specimens could not be effectively resolved with the SEM.  
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Fig. 4.46. SEM micrographs of impacted AA 2024-T351 specimen showing the (a) inside and (b) 
outside ASB. 
 
EDS line scan (Fig. 4.48) across the shear band was conducted for AA 2024 alloy at T351 and 
T651 temper. The result confirms the influence of thermal treatment on shear band formation. 
While Cu is the only element with more atoms in the microvoids found in the shear band of AA 
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2024-T351 alloys than its outside shear band, atomic percent of Al, Mg, Mn and Si are lesser in 
the circular particle clusters (microvoids)  than the SPFZs/matrix. In impacted AA 2024-T651 
specimen, EDS line scan shows that the atomic percent of only Al and Mg are more in the shear 
band than its surroundings (outside ASB). Though the atomic percent of Cu seems to be more 
outside the shear band than inside, the Cu atoms are more than Mg atoms in the band. Therefore, 
the ASB developed in AA 2024-T651 has composition similar to that of a matrix.   
  
 
 
Fig. 4.47. SEM micrographs of impacted AA 2024-T651 specimen showing the (a) inside and (b) 
outside ASB. 
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Fig. 4.48. EDS line scan of impacted AA 2024-T351 and AA 2024-T651 specimen across ASB. 
AA 2624 aluminum alloys 
Formation of transformed bands in age-hardened alloys was first observed in the age-hardened AA 
2624 (T351 and T651) specimens both at impact momenta of 41.5 kg.m/s and 40.0 kg.m/s 
respectively (Table 4.5). The lower impact momentum required for the onset of TB in AA 2624-
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T651 indicates that further artificial aging of the as received alloys as done in this study increases 
the strength of specimen; but make it more susceptible to formation of transformed band. Though 
the alloy fracture at the same impact momentum (42.0 kg.m/s) in both temper conditions, it can be 
concluded that AA 2624-T651 proved to be more susceptible to DB and TB formation than AA 
2624-T351 specimens (Table 4.5). SEM micrographs showing the characteristics of the 
transformed bands that developed in the AA 2624 alloy at T351 and T651 temper are presented in 
Figs. 4.49 & 4.50. As mentioned in the previous section, deformed band in AA 2624 are composed 
of distorted grains and particle alignment forming a distorted lamella structure. Transformed bands 
in AA 2624-T351 (Fig. 4.49) were observed to evolve and propagate along the deformed bands at 
higher strain rates and strains. Second phase particles containing small dark spherical particles 
were observed to crush within the TB. Unlike AA 2017 and AA 2024 alloys, no microvoids were 
observed to form inside the transformed bands. Similarly, transformed band in AA 2624-T651 
specimen (Fig. 4.50a) contains grains whose morphology was not resolvable under the SEM. The 
difference between the TB formed on AA 2624-T351 (Fig. 4.49a) and AA 2624-T651 (Fig. 4.50a) 
specimen is in the more viscous plastic flow adjacent to both sides of the TB in the former than 
the later.  
EDS line scan (Fig. 4.51) across the shear band on AA 2624 alloy in T351 and T651 temper shows 
that Cu is the only element with more concentration in atomic percent in the shear band of AA 
2624-T351 alloys than outside shear band while atomic percent of Al, Mg, Mn and Si are more in 
the matrix than shear band region. The elemental distribution across shear band in AA 2624-T351 
was similar to what was obtained in the AA 2024-T351. In impacted AA 2624-T651 specimen, 
EDS line scan shows that in addition to Cu, the atomic percent of Si has tremendously increased 
more in the shear band than its surroundings (outside SB). It will be recalled that AA 2624 alloy 
is a newly developed alloy with stricter limit on impurity level (Table 3.1), yet the identification 
of Si atom in the sample imply that the presence of trace elements such as Si cannot be neglected. 
It is supposed that Si migrated into the ASB region from the region adjacent to it. 
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Fig. 4.49. SEM micrographs of impacted AA 2624-T351 specimen showing the (a) inside and (b) 
outside ASB. 
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Fig. 4.50. SEM micrographs of impacted AA 2624-T651 specimen showing the (a) inside and (b) 
outside ASB. 
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Fig. 4.51. EDS line scans of impacted AA 2624-T351 and AA 2624-T651 specimen across ASB. 
In summary, the higher the strength of the investigated aluminum alloys, the higher the strain 
hardening rate and the higher is its susceptibility to form adiabatic shear band and eventual 
fracture. Though the aforementioned inference is true for specimens in both loading conditions 
(quasi-static and dynamic), the mechanism of formation of shear band in quasi-static samples are 
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quite different from those of dynamic impact samples [75]. In this present study, the fact that 
samples were not observed to be hot immediately after compression (unlike dynamic shock loaded 
samples) and ultrafine equiaxed grains were not observed in the microstructure of shear band 
region but rather elongated in a fan-like fashion nullifies the use of the adjective ‘adiabatic’ to 
qualify shear band formed under quasi-static compression. The mechanism of shear band 
formation under quasi-static loading are then suggested to be a result of subgrain rotational 
mechanism rather than adiabatic softening [99]. Strain localization leading to shear band is 
therefore a function of condition of loading i.e. either quasi-static isothermal or dynamic conditions 
[74] as well as the temper condition as reported in this study.  
 
4.4.3 Effect of grain morphology on ASB propagation  
Observations reported in section 4.4.2.1 provide a hint on how adiabatic shear band propagation 
could be influenced by grain shape. It was earlier observed that alloys received in rolled rod 
condition (AA 2017 and AA 2024) have an equiaxed grain structure on compression plane as 
schematically shown in Fig. 4.52a. In both alloys, deformed and transformed band were observed 
to self-organize; taking the shape of the cylindrical specimen (Fig. 4.52b). On the other hand, alloy 
received in rolled plate (AA 2624) is composed of elongated grain structure on compression plane 
(rolling direction) as schematically shown in Fig. 4.53a. After impact, transformed band is 
speculated to have initiated first at point A (grain 1) as depicted in Fig. 4.53b.  According to Hall-
Petch equation (Eq. 4.1) in terms of flow stress, it is expected that flow stress required to deform 
an elongated grain will vary depending on the orientation of the grain with respect loading 
direction.  
𝜎(𝜀) =  𝜎𝑜(𝜀) + 𝐾1(𝜀)𝐷𝐺𝐵
−1/2
                      … 4.1 
where 𝜎 is the flow stress, 𝜎𝑜(𝜀) and 𝐾1(𝜀) are constants at a given strain, 𝐷𝐺𝐵 is the grain diameter 
(distance between grain boundaries) [155]. From Eq. 4.1, flow stress is in two parts; the first 
(𝜎𝑜(𝜀)) is the flow stress of grain interior which is independent of grain size and the other 
(𝐾1(𝜀)𝐷𝐺𝐵
−1/2
) which is grain size dependent, is considered a strength contribution as a result of 
additional resistance to dislocation motion caused by the presence of grain boundaries. Therefore, 
the larger the distance travelled (𝐷𝐺𝐵) by dislocation on slip plane before encountering a grain 
boundary (barrier), the lower the flow stress required to plastically deform the material. Applying 
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the Hall-Petch relation, the larger the distance travelled by a propagating shear band (symbolized 
as ) within a grain before encountering a grain boundary, the lower the driving force required 
to make TB propagate. It then appears that 𝐷𝐺𝐵 decreases as TB propagates from A to B from 
grain 1 to grain 4 (Fig. 4.53e). Therefore, as transformed band propagates from A (grain 1) to B 
(grain 4) as shown in Fig. 4.53c & d, the intensity of ASB decreases as the angle between 
propagating shear band and intersected grains increases from θ1 (0o) to θ4 (approx. 90o). Grain 4, 
has the capacity to arrest transformed band because at the tip of the transformed band, the driving 
force (large strain) required for its formation is not enough; propagation therefore becomes 
hindered [57]. This could explain the concept of shear band arrest (branching) at B which depends 
on the angle the propagating shear band makes with the elongated grain. In agreement with this 
finding, previous study on the formation of adiabatic shear bands in Ti6441 titanium alloys with 
equiaxed grains and lamella microstructures had also shown that the titanium alloy with the latter 
microstructure is less susceptible to the formation of ASBs than the former [98]. In conclusion, 
geometry of the neighbouring grains relative to the shear band propagation direction plays an 
important role in shear band propagation. 
 
 
Fig. 4.52. Schematic of adiabatic shear band propagation path in an equiaxed grain structure of 
AA 2017 and AA 2024 specimens. 
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Fig. 4.53. Schematic of adiabatic shear band formation on the compression plane consisting of 
elongated grain in AA 2624specimens.  
4.4.4  Specimens’ fragmentation under dynamic impact loading.   
In this section, the mode of crack nucleation and propagation leading to specimens fracture in those 
that fragmented will be discussed. Generally in all age-hardened specimen that formed TB, fracture 
was initiated by cracks which originated in the transformed bands and propagated inside them. As 
observed in previous sections, there is no evidence of cracking in the regions outside the 
transformed bands, not even inside deformed bands.  This confirms that fragmentation of the alloys 
under dynamic impact loading will be triggered by formation and cracking of transformed bands. 
Transformed bands in steel for instance have been reported to be much harder than the parent 
material and therefore become more susceptible to cracking [71]. The same hardness profile was 
observed in aluminum alloy, in which higher hardness in TB was attributed to the strengthening 
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effects of ultra-fine equiaxed grains and residual deformation structure inside the transformed 
bands [57].  
 
 
Fig. 4.54. SEM micrographs showing the mode of crack nucleation and propagation along a 
transformed band in AA 2017-T451 aluminum alloy. 
The micrographs shown in Figs. 4.54 and 4.55 illustrate the facture mode along the transformed 
bands in AA 2017 alloy, which are similar in both precipitation hardened samples. Elliptically 
shaped micro-voids appear to first form within the transformed band. No micro-voids were 
observed to nucleate in regions of second phase particles free zone (SPFZ). Ma et. al [156] had 
earlier reported that the SEM fractographs of deformed 5A02-O specimens under quasi-static and 
dynamic tensile tests shows the presence of the Fe-rich and Mn-rich intermetallics at the bottom 
of the dimpled fracture surface indicating that the onset of damage comes from the second-phase 
particles. Aside that nucleation of micro-voids could be influenced by second phase particles in a 
transformed band; micro-voids could also evolve due to the existence of stress gradients in ASBs. 
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The existence of the stress gradient in itself has the capacity to generate tensile stress which open 
voids in the shear band as deformation proceeds under the impact loading [68,72]. 
Other suggested mechanisms for micro-voids nucleation in metals include, vacancy accumulation 
at a high stress region, grain boundary sliding, and void nucleation at the head of dislocation pile-
ups [93]. As deformation proceeds, micro-voids coalesce and grow into micro-cracks that 
propagate along the transformed bands (Fig. 4.54). There exist also regions of potential micro-
voids nucleation sites that are observed in a low band contrast (darker) at both ends of already 
formed micro-cracks within the dissolved particles (Fig. 4.55). These potential sites could grow 
into crack voids that could propagate rapidly along the transformed bands leading to catastrophic 
fracture. Therefore, the mechanism of failure of the precipitation hardened AA 2017 samples is 
typical of ductile fracture, occurring sequentially by nucleation, growth and coalescence of micro-
voids within the transformed band. 
 
 
Fig. 4.55. SEM micrographs showing the mode of crack nucleation and propagation along a 
transformed band in AA 2017-T651 aluminum alloy.  
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In AA 2024 alloys, the failure mechanisms of the T351 temper specimen are quite different from 
the T651 temper. The failure mechanisms in 2024-T351 is similar to that explained for AA 2017-
T451 specimen. This is because like AA 2017-451 sample, AA 2024-T351 consists of dissolved 
second phase particles, islands of second particles free zones (SPFZ) and microvoids which 
appeared in circular clustering of particles as clearly shown in Fig. 4.46a. For AA 2024-T651 
specimens, the near-absence of particles inside its transformed shear band makes fracture initiation 
and propagation more difficult than the AA 2024-T351 sample. This is confirmed by the higher 
impact momentum and strain rate required to fracture AA 2024-T651 than AA 2024-T351 samples 
(Table 4.5). The failure mechanism in AA 2624 alloy (T351 and T651 temper) could not be 
completely deciphered in this study owing to the difficulty in obtaining fractured specimen that 
could suggest the failure mode on the compression plane. Figure 4.57 indicate the influence of 
second phase particles to shear band formation and propagation in age-hardened AA 2624 like in 
the case of AA 2017 (T451 and T651 temper) and AA 2024 (T351) alloys. Hence, sequential 
nucleation, growth and coalescence of micro-voids within the transformed band could therefore 
be concluded to be the mode of fracture in the AA 2624 alloy. 
 
 
Fig. 4.56. SEM micrographs showing the mode of crack nucleation and propagation along a 
transformed band in AA 2024-T651 aluminum alloy.  
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Fig. 4.57. Optical micrographs showing the mode of crack nucleation and propagation along a 
transformed band in AA 2624-T351 aluminum alloy.  
Figure 4.58 shows typical specimens that fragmented under dynamic impact loading at high strain 
rates. Fracture surface showed two distinct regions; the first (1) is the fracture surface along the 
conical geometry of ASB while the second (2) is the fracture surface outside the conical geometry 
of ASB indicating fracture propagation through the bulk material outside the shear band to 
complete the fragmentation process. SEM fractographic analysis (Figs. 4.59 - 4.61) shows the 
difference between the fracture mode of 1 and 2. The absence of grain boundaries in the SEM 
fractographs of both regions suggests that transgranular fracture is the dominant fracture 
mechanism rather than intergranular [10]. This is anticipated since the shear bands along which 
cracks initiate and grow do not propagate along grain boundaries. Fracture surface feature on 
region 1 (ASB region) are mostly elongated coarse dimples which are indication of ductile shear 
fracture [156] while fine dimples were observed in the region outside ASB. The size of dimple has 
been reported to have a direct relationship with strength and ductility of an alloy. Fine dimples are 
characteristics of fractured region with high strength, whereas the reverse holds for fracture surface 
characterized by coarse dimples [157]. Dimples were also observed by Odeshi and Bassim [93] in 
the ASB fractured region when the dynamic fracture of a high strength low alloy steel was studied. 
The results of fractographic study also suggest that fracture mode in these alloys can be influenced 
by temper condition. For instance, in the AA 2017, AA 2024 and AA 2624 specimens, the artificial 
aging of the naturally-aged specimens result in the narrowing of elongated dimples in ASB region.  
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Fig. 4.58. Images of typical fractured specimen of the investigated aluminum alloys. 1 and 2 are 
the fracture surfaces along (cone) and outside adiabatic shear band region respectively.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4.59. SEM fractographs of AA 2017 alloy specimens in (a-c) T451 and (d-f) T651 temper. 
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Fig. 4.60. SEM fractographs of AA 2024 alloy specimens in (a-c) T351 and (d-f) T651 temper. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.61. SEM fractographs of AA 2624 alloy specimens in (a-c) T351 and (d-f) T651 temper. 
 
4.5 Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD) Analysis - Texture 
Texture analyses of the as-received of only AA 2017-T451 and AA 2624-T351 alloys before and 
after impact loading were carried out in this study. Texture measurements on AA 2024 alloy could 
not be done due to equipment break down and shortage of time as at the time of thesis writing. 
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EBSD inverse pole figure (IPF) maps showing the microstructure of the as-received alloys before 
dynamic shock loading are presented in Fig. 4.62. These images were taken on a plane 
perpendicular to axis of the AA 2017-T451 rod and to the rolling direction of the AA 2624-T351 
plate. Although the grain morphology could not be clearly characterized using an optical 
microscopy, however, IPF maps show orientation and morphology of grains in each alloy. On the 
plane perpendicular to the rolling direction which was the compression plane during impact, the 
rolled AA 2017 rod showed equiaxed grains while the grains in the AA 2624 are elongated. It will 
be recalled that schematic presentation of grain morphologies on the compression planes of the 
alloys (Figs. 4.52 and 4.53) indicate equiaxed for AA 2017 and elongated grains for AA 2624.  
EBSD measurements were made on the compression plane in the regions where shear bands 
propagated and at the center of the specimen where no shear band was observed. The IPF maps 
for the two as-received AA 2017-T451 and AA 2624-T351 alloys are presented in Fig. 4.63. 
Sketches of the morphologies of ASB as observed on the compression planes of the impacted 
specimens are reproduced in Fig. 4.63e to show the location of the EBSD measurements (near-
the-edge and center). Although optical micrographs shows clear shear bands in both alloys (Figs 
4.33 and 4.35), shear bands in the AA 2624 alloy is not clearly visible in the EBSD measurements 
 
 
Fig. 4.62. EBSD IPF maps of the as-received (a) AA 2017-T451 and (b) AA 2624-T351 aluminum 
alloys.  
The IPF map of the region close to the edge of the AA2017-T451 alloy shows shear band observed 
as dark region which could not be indexed. Inability to index the shear bands could be as a result 
of large strains or extremely fine grains inside the shear band region in this alloy, both of which 
have been reported in metallic alloys subjected to dynamic shock loading. For example, the strains 
inside adiabatic shear bands found in HY 100 and AISI 4340 steel were reported to range between 
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100 and 1000% [158] while TEM investigations have confirmed the presence of nanograins inside 
of transformed adiabatic shear bands  observed in Monel [159]. In the current study, ultrafine 
grains were observed adjacent to the dark shear band region in the IPF map of AA 2017 alloy, 
suggesting ultrafine grain inside the transformed band. Ultrafine or nanograins observed inside 
shear bands are reported to form by dynamic recrystallization as reported in different metallic 
alloys, including aluminum alloy [142], titanium alloy [160], copper alloy [117], steel [91] and 
tantalum alloy [161], among others.   
 
 
Fig. 4.63. IPF maps of deformed AA2017-T451 and AA2624-T351 at (a-b) center and (c-d) near-
the-edge of the compression plane. The arrow indicates two of the grains with significant banded 
structure. Sketches of shear bands’ morphologies on compression plane showing location of EBSD 
measurements, i.e. center and near-the-edge, are presented in (e). 
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Ultrafine grains were observed adjacent to the dark shear bands that could not be indexed by EBSD 
in the AA 2017 alloy (Fig. 4.63). Few grains adjacent to the shear band and far away from the AA 
2017 alloy are highlighted in IPF color notation in Fig. 4.64. The DRX grains are distinguished 
from deformed grains by the spread of orientation in the IPF triangle. The orientation of the grains 
near the edge of the shear bands converges to a point, which suggests strain free (DRX) grains. On 
the other hand, the grains far away from the shear bands show a wide orientation spread which is 
an indication of plastic deformation. The AA 2624-T351 alloy exhibits relatively large grains with 
curved boundaries. A clear difference is noticeable in the microstructure at the near-the-edge and 
the center region of the impacted specimens. Significant amount of banded structures, indicated 
by arrows in Fig. 4.63, were observed within some grains in the near-the-edge region of the 
deformed AA 2624-T351 specimens, where shear bands were observed under an optical 
microscope. Previous EBSD measurements on an aluminum alloy [162], pure titanium [163] and 
two nickel-based [164,165] superalloys, which were also confirmed by TEM studies, show that 
these band structures are indication of dislocation tangles or networks forming cells. Regions 
within the bands were observed, from TEM investigation, to be relatively free of dislocations 
[165]. Based on these results of previous EBSD and TEM measurements, it is suggested that the 
banded structures indicated by arrows in Fig. 4.63 are dislocation tangle zones [163].  During 
EBSD measurement, Kikuchi patterns are usually difficult to index where large amount of 
dislocations are present [164].  
 
 
Fig. 4.64. (a) The orientations of the selected grains in AA 2017-T451 near the edge converge to 
a point; a signature of strain free (DRX) grain and (b) grains far away from the band carries the 
footprint of deformation indicated as a wide orientation spread. 
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Although the microstructures of the two alloys in the as-received condition on the plane 
perpendicular to the rolling direction are morphologically different (Fig. 4.63), they exhibited 
nearly the same high angle boundary fractions Fig. 4.65. High strain-rate deformation under the 
same impact momentum however led to higher in-grain misorientation (kernel misorientation) in 
AA 2624-T351 sample with overall shift in the distribution towards the higher local 
misorientations for both the center and the edge in comparison with the AA2017-T451 alloy (Fig. 
4.66). Also a shift in misorientation distribution is observed from center to edge for both 
specimens. The average kernel misorientation or local angle misorientation (LAM) is a method 
used to correlate plastic deformation to misorientation within microstructure [142]. As explained 
earlier, the banded grain structure in the deformed AA2624-T351 shows evidence of significant 
dislocation tangle zones that are predominant at the sample edge of AA2624-T351 alloy. Such 
dislocation tangle zones are characterized by misorientation arrays with misorientation angle 
between 4 and 9 deg. [166]. A point-to-origin misorientation profile plot, illustrated in Fig. 4.67 
for few different CD//<001> grains taken from both center and edge of the sample, shows that 
grains located at the edge of the samples (along ASB region) exhibit sharp spikes at a regular 
intervals, indicating large misorientation changes at the shear bands. These are indications of the 
presence of dislocation tangles or forest as confirmed in EBSD and TEM investigations in previous 
studies [162-165] and proposed in this paper. The average misorientation of these set of grains 
(both center and edge) were observed to be nearly same.  
 
 
Fig. 4.65. Grain boundary fraction plot for the as-received (a) AA2017-T451 and (b) AA2624-
T351 alloy. 
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Fig. 4.66. Local average misorientation (Kernel) distribution in (a) AA2017-T451 and (b) 
AA2624-T351 alloy. 
The results of the analysis of the deformation process in both alloys also indicate that LAGBs grow 
at the expense of HAGBs. The grain boundary fraction plot in Fig. 4.68 suggests that the 
deformation resulted in dislocation activities leading to increased sub-boundaries with low angle 
misorientation evolving into LAGBs. The effect is more pronounced in the AA2624-T351 
specimen. On the other hand, the more pronounced presence of fine grains with HAGBs in the 
deformed AA2017-T451 specimen suggests induced partial recovery and dynamic 
recrystallization of the microstructure leading to more fine and uniform distribution of grains. 
Evidently, there are noticeable differences in the post compression microstructure for the two 
alloys in both grain sizes and character of boundaries. It can also be speculated that such 
differences in grain size and homogeneity of the microstructure was also influenced by the strain 
rate during compression loading. Though the two alloys were subjected to the same impact 
momentum, higher strain rates was attained in AA 2017-T451 than attained in AA 2624-T351. 
The energy stored in dislocations increases with increase in both strain and strain rate [167], and 
that possibly assisted in faster recovery and recrystallization in the AA2017-T451 alloy leading to 
lower average misorientation and grain refinement.  
Significant texturing is observed to occur with shock loading of the alloys as can be depicted from 
Fig. 4.69. Development of CD//<111> (within 15 deg tolerance) in both alloys is clearly followed 
by a decrease in the area fraction of CD//<110> grains. Following the high strain-rate deformation 
of the as-received alloys, the CD//<110> grains underwent slip deformation accompanied by 
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rotation to the near CD//<111> orientations. To understand the increased strength of CD//<111> 
orientation after deformation, the Schmid factor (SF) for different orientations of grains in the as-
received microstructures was calculated (Fig. 4.70). SF gives an indication of how easy it is for 
slip to occur for a particular slip system and load direction for a given orientation of a crystal with 
the assumption that strain is homogenous throughout the polycrystalline material [168]. In the 
present study, the active slip system chosen was (111)  011  along the z-compression direction of 
the test specimens. The Schmid factor of the as-received alloys were calculated for the orientation 
at each point and the obtained data are presented in Fig. 70. The white regions in the map represent 
high SF value corresponding to (111) grains. The SF estimated for (110) orientations (selected few 
designated “x” in both as-received alloys in Fig. 70a & c) is much lower than other orientations in 
the microstructures.  This implies that the ease at which slip will occur on (111)  011  slip system 
for the CD//<110> orientations is low and as such, these set of grains are near hard orientation 
“forcing” them to rotate to CD//<111> orientation with higher SF [118]. Fig. 70 (b and d) also 
shows that no grain(s) are of extreme hard orientation since the minimum Schmid factor obtained 
for both alloys are 0.275 and 0.285 for the deformed AA2017-T451 and AA2624-T351 specimens 
respectively. 
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Fig. 4.67. A point-to-origin misorientation profile plots for few different CD//<001> grains taken 
from both edge (a-c) and center (d-f) of deformed AA2624-T351 sample.  
 
Fig. 4.68. (a) LAGB and (b) HAGB fraction plot for deformed AA2017-T451 and AA2624-T351 
aluminum alloys. 
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Fig. 4.69. Area fraction of selected fibre (CDs) in impacted (a) AA2017-T451 and (b) AA2624-
T351 aluminum alloys. 
 
 
Fig. 4.70. Schmid factor (SF) map and corresponding SF distribution of as-received samples of (a) 
AA2017-T351 and (b) AA2624-T351: “x” and “y” denotes CD//<110> and CD//<111> 
orientations respectively. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Summary 
The dynamic impact responses of AA 2017, AA 2024 and AA 2624 aluminum alloys were 
investigated. The alloys received in natural aging condition were machined into cylindrical test 
specimens, 9.5 mm in diameter and 10.5 mm long. The test specimens for each alloy were divided 
into three groups. The first group was tested in the as received natural aging condition while the 
specimens in the second group were artificially aged to produce T651 temper. The last group was 
annealed to produce O temper before mechanical testing. The results of hardness test, quasi-static 
compression test, dynamic impact test, microstructure and texture analysis on the as received and 
heat treated alloys are presented and discussed in this thesis. It was found that the morphology and 
composition of particles in the investigated alloys are functions of the temper condition. Whereas 
annealing reduces the hardness of all three alloys, the artificial aging steps reduces the hardness of 
AA 2017-T451 specimen and increases the hardness of AA 2024-T351 and AA 2624-T351 
specimens. Hump-free region on dynamic hardening curves at mid-strain range indicates slip as 
the deformation mechanism in all the three alloys under both dynamic impact and quasi-static 
compressive loading. In age-hardened conditions, alloys with low Cu:Mg ratio (AA 2024 and AA 
2624) under both quasi-static and dynamic loading shows higher mechanical strength than alloys 
with high Cu:Mg ratio (AA 2017) which indicates high strengthening effect of Mg additions in the 
AA 2000 series aluminum. The mechanism of failure of the precipitation hardened specimen of 
the alloys is typical of ductile fracture occurring sequentially by nucleation, growth, and 
coalescence of micro-voids inside the transformed bands. Fracture analysis shows that fracture 
surface feature on ASB region are elongated coarse dimple, while fine dimples were the major 
characteristics of region outside ASB. 
5.2 Conclusions 
The following were the fundamental conclusions drawn from this project: 
1. Flow softening leading to the formation of ASBs in specimens under quasi-static loading 
occur once a minimum critical strain value is reached. Meanwhile, ASBs were formed in 
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specimens under dynamic shock loading once a critical strain and strain rate values are 
reached. 
2. Under both loading conditions, the tendency for strain localization and occurrence of 
adiabatic shear bands (deformed or transformed) is a function of temper condition, strain, 
strain rate, strain hardening rate and mechanical strength of the specimen.  
3. In the naturally-aged condition, AA 2024 shows higher susceptibility to formation of 
deformed and transformed band than AA 2624 and AA 2017 in that order, though it (AA 
2024) became the least susceptible in the artificially-aged condition. 
4. The geometry of ASB on the compression plane is not just a function of sample shape, it 
also depends on the grain morphology. It was observed that elongated grains can arrest 
propagating shear band depending on the angle the band makes with elongated grains. The 
higher the angle of inclination, the lower the tendency for further shear band propagation, 
and vice-versa.  
5. On the texture evolution in the dynamic impact of AA 2017-T451 and AA 2624-T351 
alloys, AA 2017-T451 specimen showed a higher tendency for the evolution of ultra-fine 
DRX grains within the transformed shear band. The grains around the shear band region in 
AA 2017-T451 has lower in-grain-misorientation and higher fraction of high angle 
boundaries than those in AA 2624 specimen. High deformation rate leads to the 
development of CD//<111> orientations at the expense of CD//<110> orientations in both 
alloys.  
5.3 Recommendations for future work  
1. Since precipitates are major strength contributor, high resolution TEM should be used to 
study the structure and morphology of these precipitates and how they are affected by 
adiabatic heating and intense strain localization during dynamic impact loading of the 
alloys. 
2. Study on the selected alloys, especially the newly-developed AA 2624 alloy under both 
torsional and tensile loading in quasi-static and dynamic conditions should be explored. 
3. Texture analyses on the AA 2024 alloy before and after impact need to be done to 
determine texture evolution in the alloy during dynamic impact loading. 
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APPENDIX A  
Standard Operating Procedure for SHPB located in room 2C24, Engineering Building, 
University of Saskatchewan, Canada. 
1. Introduction 
The split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) is used to conduct high strain rate evaluation of structural 
materials in compression. This equipment was designed and constructed by University of 
Saskatchewan Engineering Shop. This procedure details the Standard Operating Procedure which 
I developed for safe operation of the equipment as part of my M.Sc. work.   
2. Safety 
1) Do not insert the sample into the sample chamber with your fingers, always use a tweezers 
2) Always close the sample chamber before impact as impacted samples could shatter and 
scatter in different directions 
3) Wear safety glasses and ear protections when samples before pressing the firing button. 
Note that all lab users at the time of SHPB operation should use the ear protection 
4) Never hold a freshly impacted specimen with bare hand as it may be very hot. Allow it to 
cool before carrying with unprotected hands 
5) When job is completed, detach the air in-let hose from the air in-let valve and release 
residual air in tank. Close the safety switch and switch off all appliances. Disconnect the 
amplifier from source and turn off the air source valve 
6) Return the barrel cap in position as shown in Fig. A.1c 
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3. SHPB components 
 
Fig. A.1 SHPB components 
4. Procedure 
4.1   Getting Started 
4.1.1 SHPB 
1. Remove the barrel cap (Fig. A.1c) 
2. Plug in the oscilloscope and amplifier (Hint: amplifier comes on when plugged with no 
signal light to indicate if it is on or off) 
3. Switch on the oscilloscope and the computer in that order 
4. On the control box (Fig. A.1b), switch on the firing system with the key turned to manual 
5. Turn the safety switch (Fig. A.1a) open 
6. With the air in-let valve (Fig. A.1a) and the air source valve in off position, insert the air 
in-let hose 
7. Turn on the air source valve and air in-let valve in that order 
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4.1.2 Digital Storage Oscilloscope (DSO) 
1. Insert a flash drive to save generated data 
2. On the DSO (Fig. A.1b), click “save/recall” button to select saved data destination 
3. Set the vertical control for strain gage 1 (on input/incident bar) and strain gage 2 (on 
output/transmitted bar) as shown in Table A.1. Test parameters on Table A.1 only holds when 
conducting impact test on metallic materials. 
Table A.1 
Job Description Firing pressure (KPa) Strain gage 1 
(mV/division) 
Strain gage 2 
(mV/division) 
Calibration 60-100 @ 5KPa interval 200 200 
Experiment 100-300 500 200 
Experiment (higher 
Firing pressure) 
Above 300 1000 (1V) 500 
 
4. Set the horizontal control to 200µs per division 
5. Set the first two “push to zero” button towards the center or to the center of the bottom half 
(for calibration) of the display screen  
6. Set the “trigger position to a level slightly above the signal level for strain gage 1.  
N: B Ensure that generated data are saved after each impact. “Single” button 
should be subsequently pressed to allow the oscilloscope to capture the next triggering 
event. 
4.1.3 Operating Software (Labview) 
1. On the desktop, click the lab view icon 
2. Click “c:\...\VI’s\monitor pressure.vi” under open 
3. Click “file” on the popped-up “monitor pressure.vi” and on the recent files, click 
“c:\...\dmd173\Documents\VI’s\vel test.vi” 
NB: Firing pressure is monitored by the software when the “run” on the “monitor pressure.vi” 
is clicked.  
4.2   Compression test 
1. Lubricate compression planes of the sample   
2. With the aid of a tweezers, place the sample between the incident and the transmitted bar 
in the sample chamber (see Fig A.2). Ensure sample is located at the center of the bars 
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Fig. A.2 Sample sandwiched between bars before impact 
 3. Close the sample chamber 
 4.  In order to avoid disturbing the timer sensors (Fig. A.1c), gradually push the striker bar 
(usually protrude out of the gun barrel) inward for ease of retraction, and then press the “ret.” 
button on the control box. 
5. Press “single” on the DSO 
6. Gradually open the air in-let valve till the desired firing pressure is obtained  
7. Once the desired firing pressure is obtained, click “stop” (on the “monitor pressure.vi”), 
“run” (on the “vel test.vi”) and “fire” (on the control box) in quick succession. (Delay may lead to 
time-out and velocity of the striker will not be recorded)  
8. Save data 
9. Repeat 1-8 
5 Highlights / Critical Control Points 
Always keep the air in-let switch in “off” position when connecting to the air supply and keep in 
this position except when filling up the tank to the desired firing pressure. Once the air supply hose 
is disconnected after experiment, open the air inlet valve (vertical position) to eliminate residual 
pressure inside the pressure cylinder and keep this valve open when the equipment is not running. 
The safety valve must be closed whenever the equipment is not running.  
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APPENDIX B  
Analyzing elastic wave data to generate stress, strain and strain rate data in SHPB operation 
1 Overview 
Recall the three equations (Eqs. 10-12) for generating the stress, strain and strain rate of an 
impacted specimen from an elastic wave data on page 38. From these equations, two sets of 
constants are required: 
 One from the calibration of the SHPB- It should be stated that the raw data obtained from 
dynamic impact test in this equipment are the time, voltage 1 (for incident and reflected 
signals) and voltage 2 (for transmitted signal). The constant obtained from calibration of 
SHPB is a conversion factor that help convert voltage 1 into 𝜀𝐼 and 𝜀𝑅  and voltage 2 to 𝜀𝑇 
in Eqs. 10-12. Calibration steps are highlighted in the next section. 
 The other constants are coefficients of  𝜀𝑇 and 𝜀𝑅 in Eqs. 10-12- For ease of analysis, these 
constants are generated separately on an excel sheet. The constants are(𝐴𝐵/𝐴𝑆) 𝐸𝐵 and 
−2 (
𝐶𝐵
𝐿𝑆
). N.B.- Both 𝜀 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ἑ have the same coefficients (Eqn. 11 and 12).  
Steps in generating these constants are highlighted in the next section. 
2 Calibration of SHPB to generate conversion factor of voltage to strain amplitude 
 Follow the SHPB procedure in section 4 of APPENDIX A but take note of the following: 
a. Rather than have a sample sandwiched between the incident and transmitter bar (Fig. 
A.2), calibrations are conducted without sample but ensure the ends of the bars are in 
contact as shown in Fig. B.1 
b. Follow the steps in section 4.1.2 of APPENDIX A but bear in mind to use DSO settings 
corresponding to calibration in Table A.1 
 Data analysis to generate the conversion factor is highlighted below: 
a. Figure B.2 is a sample of an analyzed data for calibration. Follow these sequence on an 
excel sheet to analyze raw data generated from every calibrating impact pressures  
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b. While columns F and G are unchanged with respect to columns B and C, the essence 
of column E is to convert column A (seconds) to micro-seconds to ease analysis 
 
Fig. B.1 Position of the incident and transmitted bars the sample chamber during calibration 
c. The essence of column I, J and K is to ensure both raw data graph (volts 1 and 2) starts 
from the origin 
d. Values in columns L and M are the peak (maximum) values of volts 1 and 2 (columns 
J and K) respectively 
e. Once all peak values of volts 1 and 2 have been generated, create a new excel sheet as 
shown in Fig. B.3 
f. As shown in Fig. B.3, strain amplitude (column G) is calculated using  𝜀 =  
1
2
 .
𝑉𝑠𝑡
𝐶𝐵
 . 
Where Vst is the striking velocity (column C) and CB elastic bar wave speed of the bar 
material (maraging steel) which was calculated on page 38 to be approximately 4750 
m s-1 
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Fig. B.2 
 
Fig. B.3 
3 Generating another constants (coefficients of  𝜺𝑻 and 𝜺𝑹 in equations 10-12) 
Having generated the conversion factor required to convert raw data (volts 1 & 2) to strain 
amplitudes 𝜀𝐼, 𝜀𝑅 and 𝜀𝑇 in previous section, this section highlights how to obtain the coefficients 
of  𝜀𝑇 (for σ) and 𝜀𝑅 (for ε and έ) in Eqs. 10-12 for each impacted specimen. See Fig. B.4. 
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Fig. B.4 
N.B. – Fig. B.4 should be constructed for each set of specimens. For instance, conducting a shock 
loading test on AA 2017-T451 and AA 2017-T651 requires two excel spread sheets. One for the 
AA 2017-T451 impacted specimens and the other for AA 2017-T651 impacted specimens 
4 Obtaining the stress, strain and strain rate data 
All constants required to generate the stress, strain and strain rate data have been explained in the 
previous sections (APPENDIX B, section 2 & 3). Figure B.5 shows the steps to follow on an excel 
spread sheet constructed for every impacted sample. 
 Constants used in columns X, Y and Z are the constants obtained by calibrating the SHPB 
(see APPENDIX B, section 2) while coefficients of  𝜀𝑇 and 𝜀𝑅 in Eqs. 10-12 obtained in 
APPENDIX B, section 3 are used in columns AE, AF and AG in Fig. B.5b 
 The curves corresponding to certain columns in Fig. B.5 is shown in Fig. B.6 
 While Fig. B.6a corresponds to columns A, B and C in Fig. B.5a, the essence of columns 
I, J and K is to set both volts 1 & 2 to the same reference level (Fig. B.6b)  
 As indicated in Fig. B.6b, the incident and reflected pulses are generated from volt 1 while 
volt 2 gives the transmitted pulse. Other part of the pulses are treated as noise and therefore 
discarded in further analysis 
 Figure B.6c (generated from columns M, N, and O) is the most critical aspect of this 
analysis and as such, care must duly be taken. The incident pulse is copied from column J 
(volt 1) starting from when the volts are permanently increasing (usually from zero or near 
zero value) to that point where it just drop below zero. While the reflected pulse is copied 
from column J (volt 1) starting from when the volts are permanently decreasing (usually 
from zero or near zero value) to that point where it is just above zero. The transmitted pulse 
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is copied from column K (volt 2) starting from when the volts are permanently increasing 
(usually from zero or near zero value) to that point where it just drop below zero 
 The essence of columns R, S, T and U is to set all pulses to the origin (Fig. B.6d)  
 Fig. B.6f is the smoothened stress-strain curve of Fig. B.6e  
 
 
 
Fig. B.5 
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